
(So those who believe in him, honor him, help him.) refers to respect ing and honoring 
Muhammad ,  

ぴ∇やヲ⊥バ∠らｚゎや∠ヱ ∠ケヲぁレャや ン⌒グｚャや ∠メ⌒ゴル⊥ぺ ⊥ヮ∠バ∠ョび  

(and follow the light  which has been sent  down with him,) the Qur'an and the revelat ion 
� Sunnah�  that  the Prophet  delivered to mankind,  

ぴ∠マ⌒ゃ⇒∠ャ∇ヱ⊥ぺ ⊥ユ⊥ワ ∠ラヲ⊥エ⌒ヤ∇ヘ⊥ヨ∇ャやび  

(it  is they who will be successful.) in this life and the Hereafter.  

ぴ∇モ⊥ホ ゅ∠ヰぁΑ∠ほ∠Α ⊥サゅｚレャや あル⌒まヴ ⊥メヲ⊥シ∠ケ ⌒ヮｚヤャや ∇ユ⊥ム∇Β∠ャ⌒ま ゅ⇔バΒ⌒ヨ∠ィ 

ン⌒グｚャや ⊥ヮ∠ャ ⊥マ∇ヤ⊥ョ ⌒れ∠ヲ⇒∠ヨｚジャや ⌒チ∇ケｘΙや∠ヱ Ι ∠ヮ⇒∠ャ⌒ま ｚΙ⌒ま ∠ヲ⊥ワ 

⌒ヴ∇エ⊥Α ⊥ろΒ⌒ヨ⊥Α∠ヱ ∇やヲ⊥レ⌒ョゅ∠⇒∠プ ⌒ヮｚヤャゅ⌒よ ⌒ヮ⌒ャヲ⊥シ∠ケ∠ヱ あヴ⌒らｚレャや あヴあョ⊥Εや 

ン⌒グｚャや ⊥リ⌒ョ∇ぽ⊥Α ⌒ヮｚヤャゅ⌒よ ⌒ヮ⌒わ⇒∠ヨ⌒ヤ∠ミ∠ヱ ⊥ロヲ⊥バ⌒らｚゎや∠ヱ ∇ユ⊥ムｚヤ∠バ∠ャ ⊥ギ∠わ∇ヰ∠ゎ∠ラヱ 

び  

(158. Say: "O mankind! Verily, I am sent  to you all as the Messenger of Allah -- to Whom belongs 
the dominion of the heavens and the earth. None has the right  to be worshipped but  He. It  is 
He Who gives life and causes death. So believe in Allah and His Messenger, the Prophet  who can 
neither read nor write, who believes in Allah and His Words, and follow him so that  you may be 
guided.'')  

 

Muhammad's Message is Universal 

Allah says to His Prophet  and Messenger Muhammad ,  

ぴ∇モ⊥ホび  

(Say), O Muhammad,  

ぴゅ∠ヰぁΑ∠ほ⇒∠Α ⊥サゅｚレャやび  



(O mankind!), this is directed to mankind red and black, and the Arabs and non-Arabs alike,  

ぴヴあル⌒ま ⊥メヲ⊥シ∠ケ ⌒ヮｚヤャや ∇ユ⊥ム∇Β∠ャ⌒ま ゅ⇔バΒ⌒ヨ∠ィび  

(I am sent  to you all as the Messenger of Allah,) This Ayah ment ions the Prophet 's honor and 
greatness, for he is the Final Prophet  who was sent  to all mankind � and the Jinns� . Allah said,  

ぴ⌒モ⊥ホ ⌒ヮｚヤャや ∀ギΒ⌒ヰ∠セ ヴ⌒レ∇Β⌒よ ∇ユ⊥ム∠レ∇Β∠よ∠ヱ ∠ヴ⌒ェヱ⊥ぺ∠ヱ ｚヴ∠ャ⌒ま や∠グ⇒∠ワ 

⊥ラや∠¬∇ゲ⊥ボ∇ャや ∇ユ⊥ミ∠ケ⌒グルｘΙ ⌒ヮ⌒よ リ∠ョ∠ヱ ∠ヒ∠ヤ∠よび  

(Say, "Allah is Witness between you and I; this Qur'an has been revealed to me that  I may 
therewith warn you and whomsoever it  may reach.'') � 6:19� ,  

ぴリ∠ョ∠ヱ ∇ゲ⊥ヘ∇ム∠Α ⌒ヮ⌒よ ∠リ⌒ョ ⌒ゆや∠ゴ∇ェｘΙや ⊥ケゅｚレャゅ∠プ ⊥ロ⊥ギ⌒ハ∇ヲ∠ョび  

(but  those of the sects that  rej ect  it ,  the Fire will be their promised meet ing place)� 11:17� , 
and,  

ぴ∇モ⊥ホ∠ヱ ∠リΑ⌒グｚヤあャ ∇やヲ⊥ゎヱ⊥ぺ ∠ょ⇒∠わ⌒ム∇ャや ∠リΒあΒあョｙΙや∠ヱ ∇ユ⊥わ∇ヨ∠ヤ∇シ∠ぺ∠¬ ∇ラ⌒み∠プ 

∇やヲ⊥ヨ∠ヤ∇シ∠ぺ ⌒ギ∠ボ∠プ ∇やヱ∠ギ∠わ∇ワや ラ⌒まｚヱ ∇や∇ヲｚャ∠ヲ∠ゎ ゅ∠ヨｚル⌒み∠プ ∠マ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ ⊥ヒ⇒∠ヤ∠ら∇ャやび  

(And say to those who were given the Scripture and to the illiterates (Arab pagans): "Do you 
(also) submit  yourselves (to Allah in Islam)'' If  they do, they are right ly guided; but  if  they turn 
away, your duty is only to convey the Message.) � 3:20�  There are many other Ayat  and more 
Hadiths than can be counted on this subj ect . It  is also well-known in our religion that  the 
Messenger of Allah was sent  to all mankind � and the Jinns� . Al-Bukhari recorded that  Abu Ad-
Darda' said, "Abu Bakr and ` Umar had an argument  in which Abu Bakr made ` Umar angry. So 
` Umar went  away while angry and Abu Bakr followed him asking him to forgive him, but  ` Umar 
refused. ` Umar shut  his door closed in Abu Bakr's face and Abu Bakr went  to the Messenger of 
Allah while we were with him. The Messenger of Allah said,  

»ゅｚョ∠ぺ ∇ユ⊥ム⊥ら⌒ェゅ∠タ や∠グ∠ワ ∇ギ∠ボ∠プ ゲ∠ョゅ∠ビ«  

(This fellow of yours (Abu Bakr) has made someone angry! ` Umar became sorry for what  he did, 
went  to the Prophet  and greeted him with the Salam and sat  next  to him, telling him what  had 
happened. The Messenger of Allah became angry (at  ` Umar), and realizing that , Abu Bakr said, 
` O Allah's Messenger! It  was me who was unj ust . ' The Messenger of Allah said,  



»∇モ∠ワ ∇ユ⊥わ∇ル∠ぺ ヲ⊥ミ⌒ケゅ∠ゎ ヶ⌒ャ ∨ヶ⌒ら⌒ェゅ∠タ ヶあル⌒ま ⊥ろ∇ヤ⊥ホ :ゅ∠Α ゅ∠ヰぁΑ∠ぺ 

⊥サゅｚレャや ヶあル⌒ま ⊥メヲ⊥シ∠ケ ⌒ぶや ∇ユ⊥ム∇Β∠ャ⌒ま ゅ⇔バΒ⌒ヨ∠ィ ∇ユ⊥わ∇ヤ⊥ボ∠プ :∠ろ∇よ∠グ∠ミ 

∠メゅ∠ホ∠ヱ ヲ⊥よ∠ぺ ∃ゲ∇ム∠よ :∠タろ∇ホ∠ギ«  

(Will you leave my Companion (Abu Bakr) alone! I said, ` O People! I am the Messenger of Allah 
to you all, ' and you said, ` You lie, ' but  Abu Bakr declared, ` You said the t ruth. ')'' Al-Bukhari 
recorded it .  Imam Ahmad recorded that  Ibn ` Abbas said that  the Messenger of Allah said,  

»⊥ろΒ⌒ト∇ハ⊥ぺ ゅ⇔ジ∇ヨ∠カ ∇ユ∠ャ ｚリ⊥ヰ∠ト∇バ⊥Α ｘヶ⌒ら∠ル ヶ⌒ヤ∇ら∠ホ ゅ∠ャ∠ヱ ⊥ヮ⊥ャヲ⊥ホ∠ぺ 

や⇔ゲ∇ガ∠プ ⊥ろ∇ん⌒バ⊥よ ヴ∠ャ⌒ま ⌒サゅｚレャや ⇔るｚプゅ∠ミ ⌒ゲ∠ヨ∇ェ∠ほ∇ャや ⌒キ∠ヲ∇シ∠ほ∇ャや∠ヱ 

⊥れ∇ゲ⌒ダ⊥ル∠ヱ ⌒ょ∇ハぁゲャゅ⌒よ ∠り∠ゲΒ⌒ジ∠ョ ∃ゲ∇ヰ∠セ ∇ろｚヤ⌒ェ⊥ぺ∠ヱ ヶ⌒ャ 

⊥ユ⌒もゅ∠レ∠ピ∇ャや ∇ユ∠ャ∠ヱ ｚモ⌒エ∠ゎ ∠ェ∠ほ⌒ャ∃ギ ヶ⌒ヤ∇ら∠ホ ∇ろ∠ヤ⌒バ⊥ィ∠ヱ ∠ヶ⌒ャ ⊥チ∇ケ∠ほ∇ャや 

や⇔ギ⌒イ∇ジ∠ョ や⇔ケヲ⊥ヰ∠デ∠ヱ ⊥ろΒ⌒ト∇ハ⊥ぺ∠ヱ ∠る∠ハゅ∠ヘｚゼャや ゅ∠ヰ⊥ゎ∇ゲｚカ∠ほ∠プ 

ヶ⌒わｚョ⊥ほ⌒ャ ∠ュ∇ヲ∠Α ⌒る∠ョゅ∠Β⌒ボ∇ャや ∠ヶ⌒ヰ∠プ ∇リ∠ヨ⌒ャ ゅ∠ャ ⊥ポ⌒ゲ∇ゼ⊥Α ⌒ぶゅ⌒よ ゅ⇔ゃ∇Β∠セ«  

(I have been given f ive things which were not  given to any Prophet  before me, and I do not  say 
it  out  of pride. I was sent  to all mankind (their) black and white alike. Allah made me 
victorious by fright , (by His frightening my enemies) for a distance of one month's j ourney. The 
spoils of war are lawful for me, yet  it  was not  lawful for anyone else before me. The earth has 
been made for me (and for my followers) a place for praying and a thing to perform 
purif icat ion with. I have been given the Shafa'ah (right  of intercession), and I saved it  for my 
Ummah on the Day of Resurrect ion. Therefore, the Shafa'ah will reach those who associate 
none with Allah in worship.) This Hadith's chain of narrat ion is suitable, but  the Two Sahihs did 
not  record it . Allah's statement ,  

ぴン⌒グｚャや ⊥ヮ∠ャ ⊥マ∇ヤ⊥ョ ⌒れ∠ヲ⇒∠ヨｚジャや ⌒チ∇ケｘΙや∠ヱ Ι ∠ヮ⇒∠ャ⌒ま ｚΙ⌒ま ∠ヲ⊥ワ 

⊥Α⌒ヴ∇エ ⊥ろΒ⌒ヨ⊥Α∠ヱび  

(to Whom belongs the dominion of the heavens and the earth. None has the right  to be 
worshipped but  He. It  is He Who gives life and causes death.) describes Allah by the words of 
the Messenger that  He Who has sent  him is the Creator, Lord and King of all things and in His 
Hand is the cont rol,  l ife, death and the decision. Just  as Allah said  



ぴ∇やヲ⊥レ⌒ョゅ∠⇒∠プ ⌒ヮｚヤャゅ⌒よ ⌒ヮ⌒ャヲ⊥シ∠ケ∠ヱ あヴ⌒らｚレャや あヴあョ⊥Εやび  

(So believe in Allah and His Messenger, the Prophet  who can neither read nor write,) Allah 
proclaims here that  Muhammad is His Messenger and reiterates this fact  by commanding that  
he be believed in and followed. Allah said,  

ぴあヴ⌒らｚレャや あヴあョ⊥Εやび  

(The Prophet  who can neither read nor write) who you were promised and given the good news 
of in previous revealed books. Certainly, Muhammad was amply described in the previous 
books, including his descript ion as being the unlet tered Prophet . Allah's statement ,  

ぴン⌒グｚャや ⊥リ⌒ョ∇ぽ⊥Α ⌒ヮｚヤャゅ⌒よ ⌒ヮ⌒わ⇒∠ヨ⌒ヤ∠ミ∠ヱび  

(who believes in Allah and His Words), means, his act ions conform with his words and he 
believes in what  he was given from his Lord.  

ぴ⊥ロヲ⊥バ⌒らｚゎや∠ヱび  

(And follow him), embrace his path and guidance,  

ぴ∇ユ⊥ムｚヤ∠バ∠ャ ∠ラヱ⊥ギ∠わ∇ヰ∠ゎび  

(so that  you may be guided) to the St raight  Path.  

ぴリ⌒ョ∠ヱ ⌒ュ∇ヲ∠ホ ヴ∠シヲ⊥ョ ∀るｚョ⊥ぺ ∠ラヱ⊥ギ∇ヰ∠Α あペ∠エ∇ャゅ⌒よ ⌒ヮ⌒よ∠ヱ ∠ラヲ⊥ャ⌒ギ∇バ∠Α 

び  

(159. And of the people of Musa there is a community who lead (the men) with t ruth and 
establish j ust ice therewith.) Allah stated that  of the Children of Israel there are some who 
follow the t ruth and j udge by it ,  j ust  as He said in another Ayah,  

ぴ∇リあョ ⌒モ∇ワ∠ぺ ⌒ょ⇒∠わ⌒ム∇ャや ∀るｚョ⊥ぺ ∀る∠ヨ⌒もべ∠ホ ∠ラヲ⊥ヤ∇わ∠Α ⌒ろ⇒∠Αや∠¬ ⌒ヮｚヤャや 

∠¬べ∠ルや∠¬ ⌒モ∇Βｚャや ∇ユ⊥ワ∠ヱ ∠ラヱ⊥ギ⊥イ∇ジ∠Αび  



(A party of the people of the Scripture stand for the right , they recite the verses of Allah 
during the hours of the night , prost rat ing themselves in prayer) � 3:113� ,  

ぴｚラ⌒ま∠ヱ ∇リ⌒ョ ⌒モ∇ワ∠ぺ ⌒ょ⇒∠わ⌒ム∇ャや リ∠ヨ∠ャ ⊥リ⌒ョ∇ぽ⊥Α ⌒ヮｚヤャゅ⌒よ べ∠ョ∠ヱ ∠メ⌒ゴル⊥ぺ 

∇ユ⊥ム∇Β∠ャ⌒ま べ∠ョ∠ヱ ∠メ⌒ゴル⊥ぺ ∇ユ⌒ヰ∇Β∠ャ⌒ま ∠リΒ⌒バ⌒ゼ⇒∠カ ⌒ヮｚヤャ ∠Ι ∠ラヱ⊥ゲ∠わ∇ゼ∠Α 

⌒ろ⇒∠Αゅ∠⇒⌒よ ⌒ヮｚヤャや ⇔ゅレ∠ヨ∠を ⇔ΚΒ⌒ヤ∠ホ ∠マ⌒ゃ⇒ャ∇ヱ⊥ぺ ⊥ヰ∠ャ∇ユ ∇ユ⊥ワ⊥ゲ∇ィ∠ぺ ∠ギレ⌒ハ 

∇ユ⌒ヰあよ∠ケ ｚラ⌒ま ∠ヮｚヤャや ⊥ノΑ⌒ゲ∠シ ⌒ゆゅ∠ジ⌒エ∇ャやび   

(And there are, certainly, among the People of the Scripture, those who believe in Allah and in 
that  which has been revealed to you, and in that  which has been revealed to them, humbling 
themselves before Allah. They do not  sell the verses of Allah for a small price, for them is a 
reward with their Lord. Surely, Allah is Swift  in account .) � 3:199�   

ぴ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや ⊥ユ⊥ヰ⇒∠レ∇Β∠ゎや∠¬ ∠ょ⇒∠わ⌒ム∇ャや リ⌒ョ ⌒ヮ⌒ヤ∇ら∠ホ ユ⊥ワ ⌒ヮ⌒よ ∠ラヲ⊥レ⌒ョ∇ぽ⊥Α - 

や∠ク⌒ま∠ヱ ヴ∠ヤ∇わ⊥Α ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ∇ユ⌒ヰ ∇やヲ⊥ャゅ∠ホ ゅｚレ∠ョや∠¬ ⌒ヮ⌒よ ⊥ヮｚル⌒ま ぁペ∠エ∇ャや リ⌒ョ べ∠レあよｚケ 

ゅｚルま ゅｚレ⊥ミ リ⌒ョ ⌒ヮ⌒ヤ∇ら∠ホ ∠リΒ⌒ヨ⌒ヤ∇ジ⊥ョ ∠マ⌒ゃ⇒∠ャ∇ヱ⊥ぺ ∠ラヲ⊥ゎ∇ぽ⊥Α ユ⊥ワ∠ゲ∇ィ∠ぺ 

⌒リ∇Β∠ゎｚゲｚョ ゅ∠ヨ⌒よ ∇やヱ⊥ゲ∠ら∠タび  

(Those to whom We gave the Scripture before it ,  they believe in it  (the Qur'an). And when it  is 
recited to them, they say: "We believe in it .  Verily, it  is the t ruth from our Lord. Indeed even 
before it  we have been from those who submit  themselves. These will be given their reward 
twice over, because they are pat ient .)� 28:52-54� , and,  

ぴ∇モ⊥ホ ⊥レ⌒ョや∠¬∇やヲ ⌒ヮ⌒よ ∇ヱ∠ぺ ∠Ι ∇やヲ⊥レ⌒ョ∇ぽ⊥ゎ ｚラ⌒ま ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや ∇やヲ⊥ゎヱ⊥ぺ ∠ユ∇ヤ⌒バ∇ャや 

リ⌒ョ ⌒ヮ⌒ヤ∇ら∠ホ や∠ク⌒ま ヴ∠ヤ∇わ⊥Α ∇ユ⌒ヰ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ ∠ラヱぁゲ⌒ガ∠Α ⌒ラゅ∠ホ∇クｘΚ⌒ャ や⇔ギｚイ⊥シ - 

∠ラヲ⊥ャヲ⊥ボ∠Α∠ヱ ∠ラゅ∠エ∇ら⊥シ べ∠レあよ∠ケ ラ⌒ま ∠ラゅ∠ミ ⊥ギ∇ハ∠ヱ ゅ∠レあよ∠ケ ⇔Ιヲ⊥バ∇ヘ∠ヨ∠ャ 

- ∠ラヱぁゲ⌒ガ∠Α∠ヱ ⌒ラゅ∠ホ∇クｘΚ⌒ャ ∠ラヲ⊥ム∇ら∠Α ⌒ゴ∠Α∠ヱ∇ユ⊥ワ⊥ギΑ ゅ⇔ハヲ⊥ゼ⊥カび   

(Verily, those who were given knowledge before it ,  when it  (this Qur'an) is recited to them, fall 
down on their faces in humble prost rat ion. And they say: "Glory be to our Lord! Truly, the 



promise of our Lord must  be fulf il led. '' And they fall down on their faces weeping and it  
increases their humilit y.)� 17:107-109�   

ぴ⊥ユ⊥ヰ⇒∠レ∇バｚト∠ホ∠ヱ ∇ヴ∠わ∠レ∇をや ∠り∠ゲ∇ゼ∠ハ ゅ⇔デゅ∠ら∇シ∠ぺ ゅ⇔ヨ∠ョ⊥ぺ べ∠レ∇Β∠ェ∇ヱ∠ぺ∠ヱ 

ヴ∠ャ⌒ま ヴ∠シヲ⊥ョ ⌒ク⌒ま ⊥ヮ⇒∠ボ∇ジ∠わ∇シや ⊥ヮ⊥ョ∇ヲ∠ホ ⌒ラ∠ぺ ゆ⌒ゲ∇ッや ∠ポゅ∠ダ∠バあよ 

∠ゲ∠イ∠エ∇ャや ∇ろ∠ジ∠イ∠らルゅ∠プ ⊥ヮ∇レ⌒ョ ゅ∠わ∠レ∇をや ∠ハ∠り∠ゲ∇ゼ ゅ⇔レ∇Β∠ハ ∇ギ∠ホ ∠ユ⌒ヤ∠ハ 

ぁモ⊥ミ ∃サゅ∠ル⊥ぺ ∇ユ⊥ヰ∠よ∠ゲ∇ゼｚョ ゅ∠レ∇ヤｚヤ∠ニ∠ヱ ⊥ユ⌒ヰ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ ∠ユ⇒∠ヨ∠ピ∇ャや ゅ∠レ∇ャ∠ゴル∠ぺ∠ヱ 

⊥ユ⌒ヰ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ ｚリ∠ヨ∇ャや ン∠ヲ∇ヤｚジャや∠ヱ ∇やヲ⊥ヤ⊥ミ リ⌒ョ ⌒ろ⇒∠らあΒ∠デ ゅ∠ョ 

∇ユ⊥ム⇒∠レ∇ホ∠コ∠ケ ゅ∠ョ∠ヱ ゅ∠ルヲ⊥ヨ∠ヤ∠ニ リ⌒ム⇒∠ャ∠ヱ ∇やヲ⊥ルゅ∠ミ ∇ユ⊥ヰ∠ジ⊥ヘル∠ぺ 

∠ラヲ⊥ヨ⌒ヤ∇ヌ∠Α - ∇ク⌒ま∠ヱ ∠モΒ⌒ホ ⊥ヰ∠ャ⊥ユ ∇やヲ⊥レ⊥ム∇シや ⌒ロ⌒グ⇒∠ワ ∠る∠Α∇ゲ∠ボ∇ャや 

∇やヲ⊥ヤ⊥ミ∠ヱ ゅ∠ヰ∇レ⌒ョ ⊥ゑ∇Β∠ェ ∇ユ⊥わ∇ゃ⌒セ ∇やヲ⊥ャヲ⊥ホ∠ヱ ∀るｚト⌒ェ ∇やヲ⊥ヤ⊥カ∇キや∠ヱ 

∠ゆゅ∠ら∇ャや や⇔ギｚイ⊥シ ∇ゲ⌒ヘ∇ピｚル ∇ユ⊥ム∠ャ ∇ユ⊥ム⌒わ⇒∠ゃΒ⌒ト∠カ ⊥ギΑ⌒ゴ∠レ∠シ 

∠リΒ⌒レ⌒ジ∇エ⊥ヨ∇ャや - ∠メｚギ∠ら∠プ ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや ∇やヲ⊥ヨ∠ヤ∠ニ ∇ユ⊥ヰ∇レ⌒ョ ⇔Ι∇ヲ∠ホ ∠ゲ∇Β∠ビ 

ン⌒グｚャや ∠モΒ⌒ホ ∇ユ⊥ヰ∠ャ ∠ほ∠プゅ∠レ∇ヤ∠シ∇ケ ∇ユ⌒ヰ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ や⇔ゴ∇ィ⌒ケ ∠リあョ ⌒¬べ∠ヨｚジャや 

ゅ∠ヨ⌒よ ∇やヲ⊥ルゅ∠ミ ∠ラヲ⊥ヨ⌒ヤ∇ヌ∠Αび   

(160. And We divided them into twelve t ribes (as dist inct ) nat ions. We revealed to Musa when 
his people asked him for water (saying): "St rike the stone with your st ick, '' and there gushed 
forth out  of it  twelve springs, each group knew its own place for water. We shaded them with 
the clouds and sent  down upon them the manna and the quail (saying): "Eat  of the good things 
with which We have provided you.'' They harmed Us not  but  they used to harm themselves.) 
(161. And (remember) when it  was said to them: "Dwell in this town (Jerusalem) and eat  
therefrom wherever you wish, and say, ` (O Allah) forgive our sins';  and enter the gate 
prost rat ing (bowing with humilit y). We shall forgive you your wrongdoings. We shall increase 
(the reward) for the good-doers. '') (162. But  those among them who did wrong, changed the 
word that  had been told to them. So We sent  on them a torment  from the heaven in return for 
their wrongdoings.) We discussed these Ayat  in Surat  Al-Baqarah, which was revealed in Al-
Madinah, while these Ayat  were revealed in Makkah. We also ment ioned the dif ference 
between the two narrat ions, and thus we do not  need to repeat  it  here, all thanks are due to 
Allah and all the favors are from Him.  



ぴ∇ユ⊥ヰ∇ヤ∠ゃ∇シ∠ヱ ⌒リ∠ハ ⌒る∠Α∇ゲ∠ボ∇ャや ヴ⌒わｚャや ∇ろ∠ルゅ∠ミ ∠り∠ゲ⌒ッゅ∠ェ ⌒ゲ∇エ∠ら∇ャや 

∇ク⌒ま ∠ラヱ⊥ギ∇バ∠Α ヴ⌒プ ⌒ろ∇らｚジャや ∇ク⌒ま ∇ユ⌒ヰΒ⌒ゎ∇ほ∠ゎ ∇ユ⊥ヰ⊥ルゅ∠わΒ⌒ェ ∠ュ∇ヲ∠Α 

∇ユ⌒ヰ⌒わ∇ら∠シ ゅ⇔ハｚゲ⊥セ ∠ュ∇ヲ∠Α∠ヱ ∠Ι ∠ラヲ⊥わ⌒ら∇ジ∠Α ∠Ι ∇ユ⌒ヰΒ⌒ゎ∇ほ∠ゎ ∠マ⌒ャ∠グ∠ミ 

ユ⊥ワヲ⊥ヤ∇ら∠ル ゅ∠ヨ⌒よ やヲ⊥ルゅ∠ミ ∠ラヲ⊥ボ⊥ジ∇ヘ∠Αび   

(163. And ask them about  the town that  was by the sea; when they t ransgressed in the mat ter 
of the Sabbath: when their f ish came to them openly on the Sabbath day, and did not  come to 
them on the day they had no Sabbath. Thus We made a t rial for them, for they used to rebel 
against  Allah's command.) 

The Jews transgress the Sanctity of the Sabbath 

This Ayah explains Allah's statement ,  

ぴ∇ギ∠ボ∠ャ∠ヱ ⊥ユ⊥わ∇ヨ⌒ヤ∠ハ ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや ∇やヱ∠ギ∠わ∇ハや ∇ユ⊥ムレ⌒ョ ヴ⌒プ ⌒ろ∇らｚジャやび  

(And indeed you knew those among you who t ransgressed in the mat ter of the Sabbath..) 
� 2:65�  Allah says to His Prophet  here,  

ぴ∇ユ⊥ヰ∇ヤ∠ゃ∇シ∠ヱび  

(And ask them) ask the Jews who are with you, about  the story of their fellow Jews who defied 
Allah's command, so that  His punishment  overtook them all of a sudden for their evil act ions, 
t ransgression and defiance by way of deceit .  Also, warn the Jews (O Muhammad) against  hiding 
your descript ion that  they f ind in their books, so that  they do not  suffer what  their forefathers 
suffered. The village ment ioned here is Aylah, on the shore of the Qulzum (Red) Sea. 
Muhammad bin Ishaq recorded from Dawud bin Al-Husayn from ` Ikrimah that  Ibn ` Abbas 
commented on Allah's statement ,  

ぴ∇ユ⊥ヰ∇ヤ∠ゃ∇シ∠ヱ ⌒リ∠ハ ⌒る∠Α∇ゲ∠ボ∇ャや ヴ⌒わｚャや ∇ろ∠ルゅ∠ミ ∠り∠ゲ⌒ッゅ∠ェ ⌒ゲ∇エ∠ら∇ャやび  

(And ask them about  the town that  was by the sea...) "A village called Aylah between Madyan 
and At -Tur (which is in Sinai). ` Ikrimah, Muj ahid, Qatadah and As-Suddi said similarly. Allah's 
statement ,  

ぴ∇ク⌒ま ∠ラヱ⊥ギ∇バ∠Α ヴ⌒プ ⌒ろ∇らｚジャやび  



(when they t ransgressed in the mat ter of the Sabbath;) means, they t ransgressed in the 
Sabbath and defied Allah's command to them to keep it  sanct if ied,  

ぴ∇ク⌒ま ∇ユ⌒ヰΒ⌒ゎ∇ほ∠ゎ ∇ユ⊥ヰ⊥ルゅ∠わΒ⌒ェ ∠ュ∇ヲ∠Α ∇ユ⌒ヰ⌒わ∇ら∠シ ゅ⇔ハｚゲ⊥セび  

(when their f ish came to them openly on the Sabbath day,) visible on top of the water, 
according to Ad-Dahhak who reported it  from Ibn ` Abbas. Ibn Jarir said, "Allah's statement ,  

ぴ∠ュ∇ヲ∠Α∠ヱ ∠Ι ∠ラヲ⊥わ⌒ら∇ジ∠Α ∠Ι ∇ユ⌒ヰΒ⌒ゎ∇ほ∠ゎ ∠マ⌒ャ∠グ∠ミ ユ⊥ワヲ⊥ヤ∇ら∠ルび  

(and did not  come to them on the day they had no Sabbath. Thus We made a t rial of them,) 
means, this is how We tested them by making the f ish swim close to the surface of the water , 
on the day which they were prohibited to f ish. The f ish would be hidden from them on the day 
when they were allowed to f ish,  

ぴ∠マ⌒ャ∠グ∠ミ ユ⊥ワヲ⊥ヤ∇ら∠ルび  

(Thus We made a t rial for them,) so that  We test  them,  

ぴゅ∠ヨ⌒よ ∇やヲ⊥ルゅ∠ミ ∠ラヲ⊥ボ⊥ジ∇ヘ∠Αび  

(for they used to rebel against  Allah's command) by defying His obedience and rebelling against  
it . '' Therefore, these were a people who used a t rick to violate Allah's prohibit ions, taking an 
act ion that  seemed legal on the surface. However, in reality, this act ion was meant  to 
t ransgress the prohibit ion. Imam and scholar Abu ` Abdullah Ibn Bat tah reported that  Abu 
Hurayrah said that  the Messenger of Allah said,  

»ゅ∠ャ や⊥ヲら⌒ム∠ゎ∇ゲ∠ゎ ゅ∠ョ ⌒ろ∠ら∠ム∠ゎ∇ケや ⊥キヲ⊥ヰ∠Β∇ャや やヲぁヤ⌒エ∠わ∇ジ∠わ∠プ ∠ュ⌒ケゅ∠エ∠ョ 

⌒ぶや ヴ∠ル∇キ∠ほ⌒よ モ∠Β⌒エ∇ャや«  

(Do not  repeat  what  the Jews commit ted, and violate Allah's prohibit ions using deceit ful 
t ricks.) This Hadith has a reasonable chain.  

ぴ∇ク⌒ま∠ヱ ∇ろ∠ャゅ∠ホ ∀るｚョ⊥ぺ ∇ユ⊥ヰ∇レあョ ∠ユ⌒ャ ∠ラヲ⊥ヌ⌒バ∠ゎ ゅ⇔ョ∇ヲ∠ホ ⊥ヮｚヤャや ⊥ョ∇ユ⊥ヰ⊥ム⌒ヤ∇ヰ 

∇ヱ∠ぺ ∇ユ⊥ヰ⊥よあグ∠バ⊥ョ ⇔ゅよや∠グ∠ハ や⇔ギΑ⌒ギ∠セ ∇やヲ⊥ャゅ∠ホ ⇔り∠ケ⌒グ∇バ∠ョ ヴ∠ャ⌒ま ∇ユ⊥ムあよ∠ケ 



∇ユ⊥ヰｚヤ∠バ∠ャ∠ヱ ∠ラヲ⊥ボｚわ∠Α - ゅｚヨ∠ヤ∠プ ∇やヲ⊥ジ∠ル ゅ∠ョ ∇やヱ⊥ゲあミ⊥ク ⌒ヮ⌒よ ゅ∠レ∇Β∠イル∠ぺ 

∠リΑ⌒グｚャや ∠ラ∇ヲ∠ヰ∇レ∠Α ⌒リ∠ハ ⌒¬ヲぁジャや ゅ∠ル∇グ∠カ∠ぺ∠ヱ ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや ∇やヲ⊥ヨ∠ヤ∠ニ 

∃ゆや∠グ∠バ⌒よ ∃ザΒ⌒ゃ∠よ ゅ∠ヨ⌒よ ヲ⊥ルゅ∠ミ∇や ∠ラヲ⊥ボ⊥ジ∇ヘ∠Α - ゅｚヨ∠ヤ∠プ ∇や∇ヲ∠わ∠ハ リ∠ハ 

ゅｚョ ∇やヲ⊥ヰ⊥ル ⊥ヮ∇レ∠ハ ゅ∠レ∇ヤ⊥ホ ∇ユ⊥ヰ∠ャ ∇やヲ⊥ルヲ⊥ミ ⇔り∠キ∠ゲ⌒ホ ∠リΒ⌒ゃ⌒ジ⇒∠カび   

(164. And when a community among them said: "Why do you preach to a people whom Allah is 
about  to dest roy or to punish with a severe torment '' (The preachers) said: "In order to be free 
from guilt  before your Lord (Allah), and perhaps they may fear Allah. '') (165. So when they 
forgot  the reminder that  had been given to them, We rescued those who forbade evil,  but  with 
a severe torment  We seized those who did wrong, because they used to rebel against  Allah's 
command.) (166. So when they exceeded the limits of what  they were prohibited, We said to 
them: "Be you monkeys, despised.'')  

 

Those Who breached the Sabbath were turned into Monkeys, but 
Those Who prohibited Their Actions were saved 

Allah said that  the people of this village were divided into three groups, a group that  
commit ted the prohibit ion, catching f ish on the Sabbath, as we described in the Tafsir of Surat  
Al-Baqarah. Another group prohibited them from t ransgression and avoided them. A third group 
neither prohibited them, nor part icipated in their act ion. The third group said to the 
preachers,  

ぴ∠ユ⌒ャ ∠ラヲ⊥ヌ⌒バ∠ゎ ゅ⇔ョ∇ヲ∠ホ ⊥ヮｚヤャや ∇ユ⊥ヰ⊥ム⌒ヤ∇ヰ⊥ョ ∇ヱ∠ぺ ∇ユ⊥ヰ⊥よあグ∠バ⊥ョ ⇔ゅよや∠グ∠ハ 

や⇔ギΑ⌒ギ∠セび  

("Why do you preach to a people whom Allah is about  to dest roy or to punish with a severe 
torment '').  They said, ` why do you forbid these people from evil,  when you know that  they are 
dest royed and have earned Allah's punishment ' Therefore, they said, there is no benefit  in 
forbidding them. The preachers replied,  

ぴ⇔り∠ケ⌒グ∇バ∠ョ ヴ∠ャ⌒ま ∇ユ⊥ムあよ∠ケび  

("In order to be free from guilt  before your Lord (Allah), '') ` for we were commanded to enj oin 
righteousness and forbid evil, ' r  



ぴ∇ユ⊥ヰｚヤ∠バ∠ャ∠ヱ ∠ラヲ⊥ボｚわ∠Αび  

("and perhaps they may fear Allah'') for on account  of our advice, they might  stop this evil and 
repent  to Allah. Certainly, if  they repent  to Allah, Allah will accept  their repentance and grant  
them His mercy. ' Allah said,  

ぴゅｚヨ∠ヤ∠プ ∇やヲ⊥ジ∠ル ゅ∠ョ ∇やヱ⊥ゲあミ⊥ク ⌒ヮ⌒よび  

(So when they forgot  the reminder that  had been given to them, ) when the evil doers refused 
the advice,  

ぴゅ∠レ∇Β∠イル∠ぺ ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや ∠ラ∇ヲ∠ヰ∇レ∠Α ⌒リ∠ハ ⌒¬ヲぁジャや ゅ∠ル∇グ∠カ∠ぺ∠ヱ ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや 

∇やヲ⊥ヨ∠ヤ∠ニび  

(We rescued those who forbade evil,  but  We seized who did wrong,) who commit ted the 
t ransgression,  

ぴ∃ゆや∠グ∠バ⌒よ ∃ザΒ⌒ゃ∠よび  

(with a severe torment ). Allah stated that  those who enj oined good were saved, while those 
who commit ted the t ransgression were dest royed, but  He did not  ment ion the end of those who 
were passive (the third group), for the compensat ion is comparable to the deed. This type did 
not  do what  would warrant  praise, nor commit  wrong so that  they are admonished. ` Ikrimah 
said, "Ibn ` Abbas said about  the Ayah: ` I do not  know whether or not  the people were saved 
who said;  

ぴ∠ユ⌒ャ ∠ゎ∠ラヲ⊥ヌ⌒バ ゅ⇔ョ∇ヲ∠ホ ⊥ヮｚヤャや ∇ユ⊥ヰ⊥ム⌒ヤ∇ヰ⊥ョび  

("Why do you preach to a people whom Allah is about  to dest roy... '') So I cont inued discussing it  
with him unt il I convinced him that  they were. Then he gave me � the gif t  of�  a garment . '' Allah 
said,  

ぴゅ∠ル∇グ∠カ∠ぺ∠ヱ ｚャや∠リΑ⌒グ ∇やヲ⊥ヨ∠ヤ∠ニ ∃ゆや∠グ∠バ⌒よ ∃ザΒ⌒ゃ∠よび  

(and We seized those who did wrong with a Ba'is torment ) indicat ing that  those who remained 
were saved. As for ` Ba'is',  it  means ` severe',  according to Muj ahid, or ` painful',  according to 
Qatadah. These meanings are synonymous, and Allah knows best . Allah said next ,  



ぴ∠リΒ⌒ゃ⌒ジ⇒∠カび  

(despised), humiliated, disgraced and rej ected.  

ぴ∇ク⌒ま∠ヱ ∠ラｚク∠ほ∠ゎ ∠マぁよ∠ケ ｚリ∠ん∠バ∇ら∠Β∠ャ ∇ユ⌒ヰ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ ヴ∠ャ⌒ま ⌒ュ∇ヲ∠Α ⌒る∠ヨ⇒∠Β⌒ボ∇ャや リ∠ョ 

∇ユ⊥ヰ⊥ョヲ⊥ジ∠Α ∠¬ヲ⊥シ ⌒ゆや∠グ∠バ∇ャや ｚラ⌒ま ∠マｚよ∠ケ ⊥ノΑ⌒ゲ∠ジ∠ャ ⌒ゆゅ∠ボ⌒バ∇ャや 

⊥ヮｚル⌒ま∠ヱ ∀ケヲ⊥ヘ∠ピ∠ャ ∀ユΒ⌒ェｚケび   

(167. And (remember) when your Lord declared that  He would certainly keep on sending 
against  them, t il l the Day of Resurrect ion, those who would aff lict  them with a humiliat ing 
torment . Verily, your Lord is quick in ret ribut ion and certainly He is Oft -Forgiving, Most  
Merciful.)  

 

Eternal Humiliation placed on the Jews 

ぴ∠ラｚク∠ほ∠ゎび  

(Ta'dhdhana) means ` declared',  according to Muj ahid, or ` ordained', according to others. This 
part  of the Ayah indicates a vow,  

ぴｚリ∠ん∠バ∇ら∠Β∠ャ ∠ハ∇ユ⌒ヰ∇Β∠ヤび  

(that  He will keep on sending against  them) against  the Jews,  

ぴヴ∠ャ⌒ま ⌒ュ∇ヲ∠Α ⌒る∠ヨ⇒∠Β⌒ボ∇ャや リ∠ョ ∇ユ⊥ヰ⊥ョヲ⊥ジ∠Α ∠¬ヲ⊥シ ⌒ゆや∠グ∠バ∇ャやび  

(t il l the Day of Resurrect ion, those who would aff lict  them with a humiliat ing torment .) on 
account  of their disobedience, defying Allah's orders and Law and using t ricks to t ransgress the 
prohibit ions. It  was reported that  Musa required the Jews to pay the product ion tax for seven 
or thirteen years, and he was the f irst  to do so. Also, the Jews fell under the humiliat ing rule 
of the Greek Kushdanin, Chaldeans and later on the Christ ians, who subj ugated and disgraced 
them, and required them to pay the Jizyah (t ribute tax). When Islam came and Muhammad was 
sent , they became under his power and had to pay the Jizyah, as well. Therefore, the 
humiliat ing torment  ment ioned here includes disgrace and paying the Jizyah, as Al-` Awfi 
narrated from Ibn ` Abbas. In the future, the Jews will support  the Daj j al (False Messiah); and 
the Muslims, along with ` Isa, son of Mary, will kill the Jews. This will occur j ust  before the end 
of this world. Allah said next ,  



ぴｚラ⌒ま ∠マｚよ∠ケ ⊥ノΑ⌒ゲ∠ジ∠ャ ⌒ゆゅ∠ボ⌒バ∇ャやび  

(Verily, your Lord is quick in ret ribut ion), with those who disobey Him and defy His Law,  

ぴ⊥ヮｚル⌒ま∠ヱ ∀ケヲ⊥ヘ∠ピ∠ャ ∀ユΒ⌒ェｚケび  

(and certainly He is Oft -Forgiving, Most  Merciful.) for those who repent  and go back to Him. 
This Ayah ment ions both the mercy, as well as, the punishment , so that  no despair is felt .  Allah 
often ment ions encouragement  and warning together, so that  hearts always have a sense of 
hope and fear.  

ぴ∇ユ⊥ヰ⇒∠レ∇バｚト∠ホ∠ヱ ヶ⌒プ ⌒チ∇ケｘΙや ゅ⇔ヨ∠ョ⊥ぺ ⊥ユ⊥ヰ∇レあョ ∠ラヲ⊥エ⌒ヤ⇒ｚダャや 

∇ユ⊥ヰ∇レ⌒ョ∠ヱ ∠ラヱ⊥キ ∠マ⌒ャ∠ク ∇ユ⊥ヰ⇒∠ル∇ヲ∠ヤ∠よ∠ヱ ⌒ろ⇒∠レ∠ジ∠エ∇ャゅ⌒よ ⌒れゅ∠ゃあΒｚジャや∠ヱ 

∇ユ⊥ヰｚヤ∠バ∠ャ ∠ラヲ⊥バ⌒ィ∇ゲ∠Αび   

ぴ∠ブ∠ヤ∠ガ∠プ リ⌒ョ ∇ユ⌒ワ⌒ギ∇バ∠よ ∀ブ∇ヤ∠カ ∇やヲ⊥を⌒ケ∠ヱ ∠ょ⇒∠わ⌒ム∇ャや ∠ラヱ⊥グ⊥カ∇ほ∠Α 

∠チ∠ゲ∠ハ ∠グ⇒∠ワや ヴ∠ル∇キｘΙや ∠ラヲ⊥ャヲ⊥ボ∠Α∠ヱ ⊥ゲ∠ヘ∇ピ⊥Β∠シ ゅ∠レ∠ャ ラ⌒ま∠ヱ 

∇ユ⌒ヰ⌒ゎ∇ほ∠Α ∀チ∠ゲ∠ハ ⊥ヮ⊥ヤ∇んあョ ⊥ロヱ⊥グ⊥カ∇ほ∠Α ∇ユ∠ャ∠ぺ ∇グ∠カ∇ぽ⊥Α ユ⌒ヰ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ ⊥ベゅ∠んΒあョ 

⌒ょ⇒∠わ⌒ム∇ャや ラ∠ぺ ｚΙ ∇やヲ⊥ャヲ⊥ボ⌒Α ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ ⌒ヮｚヤャや ｚΙ⌒ま ｚペ∠エ∇ャや ∇やヲ⊥シ∠ケ∠キ∠ヱ 

ゅ∠ョ ⌒ヮΒ⌒プ ⊥ケやｚギャや∠ヱ ⊥り∠ゲ⌒カｘΙや ∀ゲ∇Β∠カ ∠リΑ⌒グｚヤあャ ｚわ∠Α∠ラヲ⊥ボ ∠Κ∠プ∠ぺ 

∠ラヲ⊥ヤ⌒ボ∇バ∠ゎ - ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや∠ヱ ∠ラヲ⊥ムあジ∠ヨ⊥Α ⌒ょ⇒∠わ⌒ム∇ャゅ⌒よ ∇やヲ⊥ョゅ∠ホ∠ぺ∠ヱ 

∠りヲ∠ヤｚダャや ゅｚル⌒ま ∠Ι ⊥ノΒ⌒ツ⊥ル ∠ゲ∇ィ∠ぺ ∠リΒ⌒エ⌒ヤ∇ダ⊥ヨ∇ャやび   

(168. And We have broken them (the Jews) up into various separate groups on the earth: some 
of them are righteous and some are away from that . And We t ried them with good (blessings) 
and evil (calamit ies) in order that  they might  turn (to Allah).) (169. Then after them succeeded 
an (evil) generat ion, which inherited the Book, but  they chose (for themselves) the goods of 
this low life saying: "(Everything) will be forgiven to us. '' And if  (again) the offer of the like (evil 
pleasures of this world) came their way, they would (again) seize them (would commit  those 
sins). Was not  the covenant  of the Book taken from them that  they would not  say about  Allah 



anything but  the t ruth And they have studied what  is in it  (the Book). And the home in the 
Hereafter is bet ter for those who have Taqwa. Do not  you then understand) (170. And as to 
those who hold fast  to the Book (act  on its teachings) and perform the Salah, certainly We shall 
never waste the reward of those who do righteous deeds.)  

 

The Children of Israel scatter throughout the Land 

Allah states that  He divided the Jews into various nat ions, sects and groups,  

ぴゅ∠レ∇ヤ⊥ホ∠ヱ リ⌒ョ ∇バ∠よ⌒ロ⌒ギ ヴ⌒レ∠ら⌒ャ ∠モΑ⌒¬∠ゲ∇シ⌒ま ∇やヲ⊥レ⊥ム∇シや ∠チ∇ケｘΙや 

や∠ク⌒み∠プ ∠¬べ∠ィ ⊥ギ∇ハ∠ヱ ⌒り∠ゲ⌒カｘΙや ゅ∠レ∇ゃ⌒ィ ∇ユ⊥ム⌒よ ゅ⇔ヘΒ⌒ヘ∠ャび   

(And We said to the Children of Israel after him (after Musa died): "Dwell in the land, then, 
when the f inal and the last  promise comes near, We shall bring you altogether as a mixed 
crowd (gathered out  of various nat ions). '')� 17:104�   

ぴ⊥ユ⊥ヰ∇レあョ ∠ラヲ⊥エ⌒ヤ⇒ｚダャや ∇ユ⊥ヰ∇レ⌒ョ∠ヱ ∠ラヱ⊥キ ∠マ⌒ャ∠クび  

(some of them are righteous and some are away from that ), some of them are led aright  and 
some are not  righteous, j ust  as the Jinns declared,  

ぴゅｚル∠ぺ∠ヱ ゅｚレ⌒ョ ∠ラヲ⊥エ⌒ヤ⇒ｚダャや ゅｚレ⌒ョ∠ヱ ∠ラヱ⊥キ ∠マ⌒ャ∠ク ゅｚレ⊥ミ ∠ペ⌒もへ∠ゲ∠デ 

⇔やキ∠ギ⌒ホび   

("There are among us some that  are righteous, and some the cont rary; we are groups having 
dif ferent  ways (religious sects). '') � 72:11�  Allah said here,  

ぴ∇ユ⊥ヰ⇒∠ル∇ヲ∠ヤ∠よ∠ヱび  

(And We t ried them), and tested them,  

ぴ⌒ろ⇒∠レ∠ジ∠エ∇ャゅ⌒よ ⌒れゅ∠ゃあΒｚジャや∠ヱび  

(with good and evil),  with t imes of ease, dif f iculty, eagerness, fear, well-being and aff lict ion,  



ぴ∇ユ⊥ヰｚヤ∠バ∠ャ ∠ラヲ⊥バ⌒ィ∇ゲ∠Αび  

(in order that  they might  turn (to Allah)) Allah said next ,  

ぴ∠ブ∠ヤ∠ガ∠プ リ⌒ョ ∇ユ⌒ワ⌒ギ∇バ∠よ ∀ブ∇ヤ∠カ ∇やヲ⊥を⌒ケ∠ヱ ∠ょ⇒∠わ⌒ム∇ャや ∠ラヱ⊥グ⊥カ∇ほ∠Α 

∠チ∠ゲ∠ハ や∠グ⇒∠ワ ヴ∠ル∇キｘΙやび  

(Then after them succeeded an (evil) generat ion, which inherited the Book, but  they chose (for 
themselves) the goods of this low life) This Ayah means, after the generat ion made up of 
righteous and unrighteous people, another generat ion came that  did not  have goodness in 
them, and they inherited the Tawrah and studied it .  Muj ahid commented on Allah's statement ,  

ぴ∠ラヱ⊥グ⊥カ∇ほ∠Α ∠チ∠ゲ∠ハ や∠グ⇒∠ワ ｘΙやヴ∠ル∇キび  

(They chose (for themselves) the goods of this low life) "They will consume anything they can 
consume in this life, whether legally or i l legally. Yet , they wish for forgiveness,  

ぴ∠ラヲ⊥ャヲ⊥ボ∠Α∠ヱ ⊥ゲ∠ヘ∇ピ⊥Β∠シ ゅ∠レ∠ャ ラ⌒ま∠ヱ ∇ユ⌒ヰ⌒ゎ∇ほ∠Α ∀チ∠ゲ∠ハ ⊥ヮ⊥ヤ∇んあョ 

∠Α⊥ロヱ⊥グ⊥カ∇ほび  

(Saying: "(Everything) will be forgiven for us. '' And if  (again) the offer of the like came their 
way, they would (again) seize them.)'' Qatadah commented on Allah's statement ,  

ぴ∠ラヱ⊥グ⊥カ∇ほ∠Α ∠チ∠ゲ∠ハ や∠グ⇒∠ワ ヴ∠ル∇キｘΙやび  

(they chose (for themselves) the goods of this low life) "This, by Allah, is an evil generat ion,  

ぴ∇やヲ⊥を⌒ケ∠ヱ ∠ょ⇒∠わ⌒ム∇ャやび  

(which inherited the Book) after their Prophets and Messengers, for they were ent rusted with 
this j ob by Allah's command to them. Allah said in another Ayah,  

ぴ∠ブ∠ヤ∠ガ∠プ リ⌒ョ ∇ユ⌒ワ⌒ギ∇バ∠よ ∀ブ∇ヤ∠カ ∇やヲ⊥ハゅ∠ッ∠ぺ ∠りヲ⇒∠ヤｚダャやび  



(Then, there has succeeded them a posterity who neglect  the Salah (the prayers).) � 19:59�  
Allah said next ,  

ぴ∠ラヱ⊥グ⊥カ∇ほ∠Α ∠チ∠ゲ∠ハ や∠グ⇒∠ワ ヴ∠ル∇キｘΙや ∠ラヲ⊥ャヲ⊥ボ∠Α∠ヱ ⊥ゲ∠ヘ∇ピ⊥Β∠シ 

ゅ∠レ∠ャび  

(They chose the goods of this low life saying: "(Everything) will be forgiven to us. '') They wish 
and hope from Allah, while deceiving themselves,  

ぴラ⌒ま∠ヱ ∇ユ⌒ヰ⌒ゎ∇ほ∠Α ∀チ∠ゲ∠ハ ⊥ヮ⊥ヤ∇んあョ ⊥ロヱ⊥グ⊥カ∇ほ∠Αび  

(And if  (again) the offer of the like came their way, they would (again) seize them.) Nothing 
stops them from this behavior, for whenever they are given an opportunity in this life, they will 
consume regardless of it  being allowed or not . '' As-Suddi said about  Allah's statement ,  

ぴ∠ブ∠ヤ∠ガ∠プ リ⌒ョ ∇ユ⌒ワ⌒ギ∇バ∠よ ∀ブ∇ヤ∠カび  

(Then after them succeeded an (evil) generat ion) unt il,   

ぴ∇やヲ⊥シ∠ケ∠キ∠ヱ ゅ∠ョ ⌒ヮΒ⌒プび  

(and they have studied what  is in it  (the Book).) "Every t ime the Children of Israel appointed a 
j udge, he used to take bribes. The best  ones among them held a counsel and took covenants 
from each that  they would not  take bribes. However, when one of them would take bribes in 
return for j udgment  and was asked, ` What  is the mat ter with you; you take a bribe to grant  
j udgment ',  he replied, ` I will be forgiven.' So the rest  of his people would admonish him for 
what  he did. But  when he died, or was replaced, the one who replaced him would take bribes 
too. Therefore, Allah says, if  the others (who admonished him) would have a chance to loot  
this world, they will take it . ''' Allah said,  

ぴ∇ユ∠ャ∠ぺ ∇グ∠カ∇ぽ⊥Α ユ⌒ヰ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ ⊥ベゅ∠んΒあョ ⌒ょ⇒∠わ⌒ム∇ャや ラ∠ぺ ｚΙ ∇やヲ⊥ャヲ⊥ボ⌒Α ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ 

⌒ヮｚヤャや ｚΙ⌒ま ｚペ∠エ∇ャやび  

(Was not  the covenant  of the Book taken from them that  they would not  say about  Allah 
anything but  the t ruth) thus, admonishing them for this behavior. Allah took a pledge from 
them that  they would declare the t ruth to people and not  hide it . Allah said in another Ayah,  



ぴ∇ク⌒ま∠ヱ ∠グ∠カ∠ぺ ⊥ヮｚヤャや ∠ペ⇒∠んΒ⌒ョ ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや ∇やヲ⊥ゎヱ⊥ぺ ∠ょ⇒∠わ⌒ム∇ャや ⊥ヮｚレ⊥レあΒ∠ら⊥わ∠ャ 

⌒サゅｚレヤ⌒ャ ∠Ι∠ヱ ⊥ヮ∠ルヲ⊥ヨ⊥わ∇ム∠ゎ ⊥ロヱ⊥グ∠ら∠レ∠プ ∠¬へ∠ケ∠ヱ ∇ユ⌒ワ⌒ケヲ⊥ヰ⊥ニ 

∇や∇ヱ∠ゲ∠わ∇セや∠ヱ ⌒よ⌒ヮ ⇔ゅレ∠ヨ∠を ⇔ΚΒ⌒ヤ∠ホ ∠ザ∇ゃ⌒ら∠プ ゅ∠ョ ∠ラヱ⊥ゲ∠わ∇ゼ∠Αび   

((And remember) when Allah took a covenant  from those who were given the Scripture to make 
it  known and clear to mankind, and not  to hide it , but  they threw it  away behind their backs, 
and purchased with it  some miserable gain! And indeed worst  is that  which they bought ) 
� 3:187� . Ibn Jurayj  said that  Ibn ` Abbas said about  the Ayah,  

ぴ∇ユ∠ャ∠ぺ ∇グ∠カ∇ぽ⊥Α ユ⌒ヰ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ ⊥ベゅ∠んΒあョ ⌒ょ⇒∠わ⌒ム∇ャや ラ∠ぺ ｚΙ ∇やヲ⊥ャヲ⊥ボ⌒Α ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ 

⌒ヮｚヤャや ｚΙ⌒ま ｚペ∠エ∇ャやび  

(Was not  the covenant  of the Book taken from them that  they would not  say about  Allah 
anything but  the t ruth), "Their claim that  Allah will forgive the sins they keep commit t ing 
without  repent ing from them.'' Allah said,  

ぴ⊥ケやｚギャや∠ヱ ⊥り∠ゲ⌒カｘΙや ∀ゲ∇Β∠カ ∠リΑ⌒グｚヤあャ ∠ラヲ⊥ボｚわ∠Α ∠Κ∠プ∠ぺ ∠ラヲ⊥ヤ⌒ボ∇バ∠ゎび  

(And the home in the Hereafter is bet ter for those who have Taqwa Do not  you then 
understand) Encouraging them to seek Allah's t remendous reward and warning them against  His 
severe torment . Allah says here, ` My reward and what  I have are bet ter for those who avoid 
prohibit ions, abandon lusts and become act ive in the obedience of their Lord.'  

ぴ∠Κ∠プ∠ぺ ∠ラヲ⊥ヤ⌒ボ∇バ∠ゎび  

(Do not  you then understand) Allah says' Do not  these people, who preferred this life instead of 
what  is with Me, have any sense to prohibit  them from their foolish and ext ravagant  ways' Allah 
then praises those who adhere to His Book, which directs them to follow His Messenger 
Muhammad ,  

ぴ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや∠ヱ ∠ラヲ⊥ムあジ∠ヨ⊥Α ⌒ょ⇒∠わ⌒ム∇ャゅ⌒よび  

(And as to those who hold fast  to the Book) adhere to it ,  implement  its commands and refrain 
from its prohibit ions,  

ぴ∇やヲ⊥ョゅ∠ホ∠ぺ∠ヱ ∠りヲ∠ヤｚダャや ゅｚル⌒ま ∠Ι ⊥ノΒ⌒ツ⊥ル ∠ゲ∇ィ∠ぺ ∠リΒ⌒エ⌒ヤ∇ダ⊥ヨ∇ャやび  



(and perform the Salah, certainly We shall never waste the reward of those who do righteous 
deeds.)  

ぴク⌒ま∠ヱ ゅ∠レ∇ボ∠わ∠ル ∠ら∠イ∇ャや∠モ ∇ユ⊥ヰ∠ホ∇ヲ∠プ ⊥ヮｚル∠ほ∠ミ ∀るｚヤ⊥ニ ∇やヲぁレ∠ニ∠ヱ ⊥ヮｚル∠ぺ ∀ノ⌒ホや∠ヱ 

∇ユ⌒ヰ⌒よ ∇やヱ⊥グ⊥カ べ∠ョ ユ⊥ミゅ∠レ∇Β∠ゎや∠¬ ∃りｚヲ⊥ボ⌒よ ∇やヱ⊥ゲ⊥ミ∇クや∠ヱ ゅ∠ョ ⌒ヮΒ⌒プ ∇ユ⊥ムｚヤ∠バ∠ャ 

∠ラヲ⊥ボｚわ∠ゎび   

(171. And (remember) when We Nataqna the mountain over them as if  it  had been a canopy, 
and they thought  that  it  was going to fall on them. (We said): "Hold f irmly to what  We have 
given you � the Tawrah� , and remember that  which is therein (act  on its commandments), so 
that  you may fear Allah and obey Him.'')  

 

Raising Mount Tur over the Jews, because of Their Rebellion 

Ali bin Abi Talhah reported that  Ibn ` Abbas commented on the Ayah,  

ぴク⌒ま∠ヱ ゅ∠レ∇ボ∠わ∠ル ∠モ∠ら∠イ∇ャや ∇ユ⊥ヰ∠ホ∇ヲ∠プび  

(And (remember) when We Nataqna the mountain over them), "We raised the mountain, as 
Allah's other statement  test if ies,  

ぴゅ∠レ∇バ∠プ∠ケ∠ヱ ∇ヲ∠プ⊥ユ⊥ヰ∠ホ ∠ケヲぁトャや ∇ユ⌒ヰ⌒ボ⇒∠んΒ⌒ヨ⌒よび  

(And for their covenant , We raised over them the mountain) � 4:154� . '' Also, Sufyan Ath-Thawri 
narrated that  Al-A` mash said that , Sa` id bin Jubayr said that  Ibn ` Abbas said, "The angels 
raised the Mount  over their heads, as reiterated by Allah's statement ,  

ぴゅ∠レ∇バ∠プ∠ケ∠ヱ ⊥ユ⊥ヰ∠ホ∇ヲ∠プ ∠ケヲぁトャやび  

(We raised over them the mountain) � 4:154� . '' Al-Qasim bin Abi Ayyub narrated that  Sa` id bin 
Jubayr said that  Ibn ` Abbas said, "Musa later on proceeded with them to the Sacred Land. He 
took along the Tablets, after his anger subsided, and commanded them to adhere to the orders 
that  Allah ordained to be delivered to them. But  these orders became heavy on them and they 
did not  want  to implement  them unt il Allah raised the mountain over them,  

ぴ⊥ヮｚル∠ほ∠ミ ∀るｚヤ⊥ニび  



(as if  it  had been a canopy), that  is, when the angels raised the mountain over their heads.'' 
An-Nasa'i collected it .   

ぴ∇ク⌒ま∠ヱ ∠グ∠カ∠ぺ ∠マぁよ∠ケ リ⌒ョ ヴ⌒レ∠よ ∠ュ∠キや∠¬ リ⌒ョ ∇ユ⌒ワ⌒ケヲ⊥ヰ⊥ニ 

∇ユ⊥ヰ∠わｚΑあケ⊥ク ∇ユ⊥ワ∠ギ∠ヰ∇セ∠ぺ∠ヱ ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ ∇ユ⌒ヰ⌒ジ⊥ヘル∠ぺ ∠ろ∇ジ∠ャ∠ぺ ∇ユ⊥ムあよ∠ゲ⌒よ ∇やヲ⊥ャゅ∠ホ 

ヴ∠ヤ∠よ べ∠ル∇ギ⌒ヰ∠セ ラ∠ぺ ∇やヲ⊥ャヲ⊥ボ∠ゎ ∠ュ∇ヲ∠Α ⌒る∠ヨ⇒∠Β⌒ボ∇ャや ゅｚル⌒ま ゅｚレ⊥ミ ∇リ∠ハ や∠グ⇒∠ワ 

∠リΒ⌒ヤ⌒ヘ⇒∠ビ - ∇ヱ∠ぺ ∇やヲ⊥ャヲ⊥ボ∠ゎ べ∠ヨｚル⌒ま ∠ポ∠ゲ∇セ∠ぺ ゅ∠ル⊥ぼゅ∠よや∠¬ リ⌒ョ ⊥モ∇ら∠ホ 

ゅｚレ⊥ミ∠ヱ ⇔るｚΑあケ⊥ク リあョ ∇ユ⌒ワ⌒ギ∇バ∠よ ゅ∠レ⊥ム⌒ヤ∇ヰ⊥わ∠プ∠ぺ ゅ∠ヨ⌒よ ∠モ∠バ∠プ ∠ラヲ⊥ヤ⌒ト∇ら⊥ヨ∇ャや 

- ∠ミ∠ヱ∠マ⌒ャ∠グ ⊥モあダ∠ヘ⊥ル ⌒ろ⇒∠ΑΓや ∇ユ⊥ヰｚヤ∠バ∠ャ∠ヱ ∠ラヲ⊥バ⌒ィ∇ゲ∠Αび   

(172. And (remember) when your Lord brought  forth from the Children of Adam, from their 
loins, their seed and made them test ify as to themselves (saying): "Am I not  your Lord'' They 
said: "Yes! We test ify, '' lest  you should say on the Day of Resurrect ion: "Verily, we were 
unaware of this. '') (173. Or lest  you should say: "It  was only our fathers aforet ime who took 
others as partners in worship along with Allah, and we were (merely their) descendants after 
them; will You then dest roy us because of the deeds of men who pract iced falsehood'') (174. 
Thus do We explain the Ayat  in detail,  so that  they may turn (unto the t ruth).)  

 

The Covenant taken from the Descendants of Adam 

Allah stated that  He brought  the descendants of  Adam out  of their fathers' loins, and they 
test if ied against  themselves that  Allah is their Lord and King and that  there is no deity worthy 
of worship except  Him. Allah created them on this Fit rah, or way, j ust  as He said,  

ぴ∇ユ⌒ホ∠ほ∠プ ∠ヰ∇ィ∠ヱ∠マ ⌒リΑあギヤ⌒ャ ⇔ゅヘΒ⌒レ∠ェ ∠り∠ゲ∇ト⌒プ ⌒ヮｚヤャや ヴ⌒わｚャや ∠ゲ∠ト∠プ 

∠サゅｚレャや ゅ∠ヰ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ ∠Ι ∠モΑ⌒ギ∇ら∠ゎ ⌒ペ∇ヤ∠ガ⌒ャ ⌒ヮｚヤャやび  

(So set  you (O Muhammad) your face t ruly towards the religion, Hanifan. Allah's Fit rah with 
which He has created mankind. No change let  there be in Khalqillah.) � 30:30�  And it  is 
recorded in the Two Sahihs from Abu Hurayrah who said that  the Messenger of Allah said,  



»ぁモ⊥ミ ∃キヲ⊥ャ∇ヲ∠ョ ⊥ギ∠ャヲ⊥Α ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ ∩⌒り∠ゲ∇ト⌒ヘ∇ャや ⊥ロや∠ヲ∠よ∠ほ∠プ ⌒ヮ⌒ルや∠キあヲ∠ヰ⊥Α 

⌒ヮ⌒ルや∠ゲあダ∠レ⊥Α∠ヱ ⌒ヮ⌒ルゅ∠ジあイ∠ヨ⊥Α∠ヱ ゅ∠ヨ∠ミ ⊥ギ∠ャヲ⊥ゎ ⇔る∠ヨΒ⌒ヰ∠よ ∠¬ゅ∠バ∇ヨ∠ィ ∇モ∠ワ 

∠ラヲぁジ⌒エ⊥ゎ ゅ∠ヰΒ⌒プ ∇リ⌒ョ ¬ゅ∠ハ∇ギ∠ィ«  

(Every child is born upon the Fit rah, it  is only his parents who turn him into a Jew, a Christ ian 
or a Zoroast rian. Just  as animals are born having full bodies, do you see any of them having a 
cutoff  nose (when they are born)) .  Muslim recorded that  ` Iyad bin ` Himar said that  the 
Messenger of Allah said;  

»⊥メヲ⊥ボ∠Α ⊥ぶや :ヶあル⌒ま ⊥ろ∇ボ∠ヤ∠カ ヵ⌒キゅ∠ら⌒ハ ∠¬ゅ∠ヘ∠レ⊥ェ ⊥ユ⊥ヰ∇ゎ∠¬ゅ∠イ∠プ 

⊥リΒ⌒デゅ∠Βｚゼャや ∇ユ⊥ヰ∇わ∠ャゅ∠わ∇ィゅ∠プ ∇リ∠ハ ∇ユ⌒ヰ⌒レΑ⌒キ ∇ろ∠ョｚゲ∠ェ∠ヱ ∇ユ⌒ヰ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ 

ゅ∠ョ ⊥ろ∇ヤ∠ヤ∇ェ∠ぺ ユ⊥ヰ∠ャ«  

(Allah said, ` I created My servants Hunafa' (monotheists), but  the devils came to them and 
deviated them from their religion, prohibit ing what  I allowed.) There are Hadiths that  ment ion 
that  Allah took Adam's offspring from his loins and divided them into those on the right  and 
those on the left .  Imam Ahmad recorded that  Anas bin Malik said that  the Prophet  said,  

»⊥メゅ∠ボ⊥Α ⌒モ⊥ィｚゲヤ⌒ャ ∇リ⌒ョ ⌒モ∇ワ∠ぺ ⌒ケゅｚレャや ∠ュ∇ヲ∠Α ⌒る∠ョゅ∠Β⌒ボ∇ャや ∠ろ∇Α∠ぺ∠ケ∠ぺ 

∇ヲ∠ャ ∠ラゅ∠ミ ∠マ∠ャ ゅ∠ョ ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ ⌒チ∇ケ∠ほ∇ャや ∇リ⌒ョ ∃¬∇ヶ∠セ ∠ろ∇レ⊥ミ∠ぺ 

ゅ⇔Α⌒ギ∠わ∇ヘ⊥ョ ⌒ヮ⌒よ ∠メゅ∠ホ: ⊥メヲ⊥ボ∠Β∠プ :∇ユ∠バ∠ル ⊥メヲ⊥ボ∠Β∠プ :∇ギ∠ホ ⊥れ∇キ∠ケ∠ぺ ∠マ∇レ⌒ョ 

∠ラ∠ヲ∇ワ∠ぺ ∇リ⌒ョ ∠マ⌒ャ∠ク ∇ギ∠ホ ⊥れ∇グ∠カ∠ぺ ∠マ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ ヶ⌒プ ⌒ゲ∇ヰ∠ニ ∠ュ∠キへ ∇ラ∠ぺ 

ゅ∠ャ ∠ポ⌒ゲ∇ゼ⊥ゎ ヶ⌒よ ゅ⇔ゃ∇Β∠セ ∠ろ∇Β∠よ∠ほ∠プ ゅｚャ⌒ま ∇ラ∠ぺ ∠ポ⌒ゲ∇ゼ⊥ゎ ヶ⌒よ«  

(It  will be said to a man from the people of the Fire on the Day of Resurrect ion, ` If  you owned 
all that  is on the earth, would you pay it  as ransom' He will reply, ` Yes.' Allah will say, ` I 
ordered you with what  is less than that , when you were st il l in Adam's loins, that  is, associate 
none with Me (in worship). You insisted that  you associate with Me (in worship). ') This was 
recorded in the Two Sahihs Comment ing on this Ayah (7:172), At -Tirmidhi recorded that  Abu 
Hurayrah said that  the Messenger of Allah said,  



»ゅｚヨ∠ャ ∠ペ∠ヤ∠カ ⊥ぶや ∠ュ∠キへ ∠ウ∠ジ∠ョ ⊥ロ∠ゲ∇ヰ∠ニ ∠テ∠ボ∠ジ∠プ ∇リ⌒ョ ⌒ロ⌒ゲ∇ヰ∠ニ 

ぁモ⊥ミ ∃る∠ヨ∠ジ∠ル ∠ヲ⊥ワ ゅ∠ヰ⊥ボ⌒ャゅ∠カ ∇リ⌒ョ ⌒ヮ⌒わｚΑあケ⊥ク ヴ∠ャ⌒ま ⌒ュ∇ヲ∠Α ⌒る∠ョゅ∠Β⌒ボ∇ャや 

∠モ∠バ∠ィ∠ヱ ∠リ∇Β∠よ ヶ∠レ∇Β∠ハ あモ∠ミ ∃ラゅ∠ジ∇ル⌒ま ∇ユ⊥ヰ∇レ⌒ョ ゅ⇔ダΒ⌒よ∠ヱ ∇リ⌒ョ 

∃ケヲ⊥ル ｚユ⊥を ∇ユ⊥ヰ∠ッ∠ゲ∠ハ ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ ∠ュ∠キへ ∠メゅ∠ボ∠プ :∇ヵ∠ぺ あゆ∠ケ ∇リ∠ョ 

∨⌒¬ゅ∠ャ⊥ぽワ ∠メゅ∠ホ :⌒¬ゅ∠ャ⊥ぽワ ∠マ⊥わｚΑあケ⊥ク ∠ン∠ぺ∠ゲ∠プ ゅ⇔ヤ⊥ィ∠ケ ⊥ヰ∇レ⌒ョ∇ユ 
⊥ヮ∠ら∠イ∇ハ∠ほ∠プ ⊥ゾΒ⌒よ∠ヱ ゅ∠ョ ∠リ∇Β∠よ ⌒ヮ∇Β∠レ∇Β∠ハ ∠メゅ∠ホ :∇ヵ∠ぺ あゆ∠ケ ∇リ∠ョ 

∨や∠グ∠ワ ∠メゅ∠ホ :や∠グ∠ワ ∀モ⊥ィ∠ケ ∇リ⌒ョ ⌒ゲ⌒カへ ⌒ユ∠ョ⊥ほ∇ャや ∇リ⌒ョ ∠マ⌒わｚΑあケ⊥ク 

⊥メゅ∠ボ⊥Α ⊥ヮ∠ャ ⊥キ⊥ヱや∠キ ∠メゅ∠ホ:あゆ∠ケ ∇ユ∠ミ∠ヱ ∠ろ∇ヤ∠バ∠ィ ∨⊥ロ∠ゲ∇ヨ⊥ハ ∠メゅ∠ホ :

∠リΒあわ⌒シ ∩⇔る∠レ∠シ ∠メゅ∠ホ :∇ヵ∠ぺ あゆ∠ケ ∇ギ∠ホ∠ヱ ⊥ろ∇ら∠ワ∠ヱ ⊥ヮ∠ャ ∇リ⌒ョ 

ヵ⌒ゲ∇ヨ⊥ハ ∠リΒ⌒バ∠よ∇ケ∠ぺ ⇔る∠レ∠シ ゅｚヨ∠ヤ∠プ ヴ∠ツ∠ボ∇ルや ⊥ゲ∇ヨ⊥ハ ∠ュ∠キへ ⊥ロ∠¬ゅ∠ィ 

⊥マ∠ヤ∠ョ ⌒れ∇ヲ∠ヨ∇ャや ∠メゅ∠ホ :∠ヱ∠ぺ ∇ユ∠ャ ∠ペ∇ら∠Α ∇リ⌒ョ ヵ⌒ゲ∇ヨ⊥ハ ∠ラヲ⊥バ∠よ∇ケ∠ぺ 

⇔る∠レ∠シ ∠メゅ∠ホ :∠ヱ∠ぺ ∇ユ∠ャ ゅ∠ヰ⌒ト∇バ⊥ゎ ∠マ∠レ∇よや ∨∠キ⊥ヱや∠キ ∠メゅ∠ホ :∠ギ∠エ∠イ∠プ 

⊥ュ∠キへ ∇れ∠ギ∠エ∠イ∠プ ⊥ヮ⊥わｚΑあケ⊥ク ∠ヶ⌒ジ∠ル∠ヱ ⊥ュ∠キへ ∠ジ⌒レ∠プ∇ろΒ ⊥ヮ⊥わｚΑあケ⊥ク 

∠¬ヴ⌒ト∠カ∠ヱ ⊥ュ∠キへ ∇ろ∠ゃ⌒ト∠ガ∠プ ヮ⊥わｚΑあケ⊥ク«  

(When Allah created Adam, He wiped Adam's back and every person that  He will create from 
him unt il the Day of Resurrect ion fell out  from his back. Allah placed a glimmering light  
between the eyes of each one of them. Allah showed them to Adam and Adam asked, ` O Lord! 
Who are they' Allah said, ` These are your offspring.' Adam saw a man from among them whose 
light  he liked. He asked, ` O Lord! Who is this man' Allah said, ` This is a man from the lat ter 
generat ions of your offspring. His name is Dawud.' Adam said, ` O Lord! How many years would 
he live' Allah said, ` Sixty years. ' Adam said, ` O Lord! I have forfeited forty years from my life 
for him.' When Adam's life came to an end, the angel of death came to him (to take his soul). 
Adam said, ` I st il l have forty years from my life term, don't  I' He said, ` Have you not  given it  to 
your son Dawud' So Adam denied that  and his offspring followed suit  (denying Allah's covenant ),  
Adam forgot  and his offspring forgot , Adam made a mistake and his offspring made mistakes.) 
At -Tirmidhi said, "This Hadith is Hasan Sahih, and it  was reported from various chains of 
narrat ion through Abu Hurayrah from the Prophet  ''.  Al-Hakim also recorded it  in his Mustadrak, 



and said; "Sahih according to the criteria of Muslim, and they did not  record it . '' These and 
similar Hadiths test ify that  Allah, the Exalted and Most  Honored, brought  forth Adam's offspring 
from his loins and separated between the inhabitants of Paradise and those of the Fire. Allah 
then said,  

ぴ∇ユ⊥ワ∠ギ∠ヰ∇セ∠ぺ∠ヱ ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ ∇ユ⌒ヰ⌒ジ⊥ヘル∠ぺ ∠ろ∇ジ∠ャ∠ぺ ∇ユ⊥ムあよ∠ゲ⌒よ ∇やヲ⊥ャゅ∠ホ ヴ∠ヤ∠よび  

(and made them test ify as to themselves (saying): "Am I not  your Lord'' They said: "Yes! '') 
Therefore, Allah made them test ify with themselves by circumstance and words. Test imony is 
somet imes given in words, such as,  

ぴ∇やヲ⊥ャゅ∠ホ ゅ∠ル∇ギ⌒ヰ∠セ ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ ゅ∠レ⌒ジ⊥ヘ∇ル∠ぺび  

(They will say: "We bear witness against  ourselves. '') � 6:130�  At  other t imes, test imony is given 
by the people themselves, such as Allah's statement ,  

ぴゅ∠ョ ∠ラゅ∠ミ ∠リΒ⌒ミ⌒ゲ∇ゼ⊥ヨ∇ヤ⌒ャ ラ∠ぺ ∇やヱ⊥ゲ⊥ヨ∇バ∠Α ∠ギ⌒ィゅ∠ジ∠ョ ぶや 

∠リΑ⌒ギ⌒ヰ⇒∠セ ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ ユ⌒ヰ⌒ジ⊥ヘル∠ぺ ⌒ゲ∇ヘ⊥ム∇ャゅ⌒よび  

(It  is not  for the Mushrikin, (polytheists) to maintain the mosques of Allah, while they test ify 
against  their own selves of disbelief.) � 9:17�  This Ayah means that  their disbelief test if ies 
against  them, not  that  they actually test ify against  themselves here. Another Ayah of this type 
is Allah's statement ,  

ぴ⊥ヮｚル⌒ま∠ヱ ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ ∠マ⌒ャ∠ク ∀ギΒ⌒ヰ∠ゼ∠ャび   

(And to that  he bears witness (by his deeds). ) � 100:7�  The same is the case with asking, 
somet imes takes the form of words and somet imes a situat ion or circumstance. For instance, 
Allah said,  

ぴユ⊥ミゅ∠ゎへ∠ヱ リあョ あモ⊥ミ ゅ∠ョ ⊥ロヲ⊥ヨ⊥わ∇ャ∠ほ∠シび  

(And He gave you of all that  you asked for.) � 14:34�  Allah said here,  

ぴラ∠ぺ ⊥ャヲ⊥ボ∠ゎ∇やヲび  

(lest  you should say), on the Day of Resurrect ion  



ぴゅｚル⌒ま ゅｚレ⊥ミ ∇リ∠ハ や∠グ⇒∠ワび  

(we were of this) of Tawhid  

ぴ∇ヱ∠ほ∠レΒ⌒ヤ⌒ヘ⇒∠ビ ∇やヲ⊥ャヲ⊥ボ∠ゎ べ∠ヨｚル⌒ま ∠ポ∠ゲ∇セ∠ぺ ゅ∠ル⊥ぼゅ∠よや∠¬び  

(unaware. Or lest  you should say: "It  was only our fathers aforet ime who took others as 
partners in worship along with Allah, '') � 7:172-173�   

ぴ⊥モ∇ゎや∠ヱ ∇ユ⌒ヰ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ ∠ほ∠ら∠ル ン⌒グｚャや ⊥ヮ⇒∠レ∇Β∠ゎや¬ ゅ∠レ⌒わ⇒∠Αや∠¬ ∠オ∠ヤ∠ジ∇ルゅ∠プ ゅ∠ヰ∇レ⌒ョ 

⊥ヮ∠バ∠ら∇ゎ∠ほ∠プ ⊥リ⇒∠ト∇Βｚゼャや ∠ラゅ∠ム∠プ ∠リ⌒ョ ∠リΑ⌒ヱゅ∠ピ∇ャや - ∇ヲ∠ャ∠ヱ ゅ∠レ∇ゃ⌒セ 

⊥ヮ⇒∠レ∇バ∠プ∠ゲ∠ャ ゅ∠ヰ⌒よ ⊥ヮｚレ⌒ム⇒∠ャ∠ヱ ∠ギ∠ヤ∇カ∠ぺ ヴ∠ャ⌒ま ⌒チ∇ケｘΙや ∠ノ∠らｚゎや∠ヱ ⊥ロや∠ヲ∠ワ 

⊥ヮ⊥ヤ∠ん∠ヨ∠プ ⌒モ∠ん∠ヨ∠ミ ⌒ょ∇ヤ∠ム∇ャや ラ⌒ま ∇モ⌒ヨ∇エ∠ゎ ⌒ヮ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ ∇ゑ∠ヰ∇ヤ∠Α ∇ヱ∠ぺ 

⊥ヮ∇ミ⊥ゲ∇わ∠ゎ ゑ∠ヰ∇ヤ∠Α ∠マ⌒ャ∠ク ⊥モ∠ん∠ョ ⌒ュ∇ヲ∠ボ∇ャや ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや ∇やヲ⊥よｚグ∠ミ ゅ∠レ⌒わ⇒∠Αゅ∠ん⇒⌒よ 

⌒ゾ⊥ダ∇ホゅ∠プ ∠ゾ∠ダ∠ボ∇ャや ∇ユ⊥ヰｚヤ∠バ∠ャ ∠ラヱ⊥ゲｚム∠ヘ∠わ∠Α - ∠¬べ∠シ ⇔Κ∠ん∠ョ 

⊥ュ∇ヲ∠ボ∇ャや ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや ∇やヲ⊥よｚグ∠ミ ゅ∠レ⌒わ⇒∠Αゅ∠⇒⌒よ ∇ユ⊥ヰ∠ジ⊥ヘル∠ぺ∠ヱ ∇やヲ⊥ルゅ∠ミ ∠ラヲ⊥ヨ⌒ヤ∇ヌ∠Α 

び  

(175. And recite to them the story of him to whom We gave Our Ayat , but  he threw them away; 
so Shaytan followed him up, and he became of  those who went  ast ray.) (176. And had We 
willed, We would surely have elevated him therewith, but  he clung to the earth and followed 
his own vain desires. So his parable is the parable of a dog: if  you drive him away, he pants, or 
if  you leave him alone, he (st il l) pants. Such is the parable of the people who rej ect  Our Ayat . 
So relate the stories, perhaps they may ref lect .) (177. Evil is the parable of the people who 
rej ected Our Ayat , and used to wrong themselves.)  

 

Story Bal` am bin Ba` ura 

` Abdur-Razzaq recorded that  ` Abdullah bin Mas̀ ud said that  Allah's statement ,  



ぴ⊥モ∇ゎや∠ヱ ∇ユ⌒ヰ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ ∠ほ∠ら∠ル ン⌒グｚャや ⊥ヮ⇒∠レ∇Β∠ゎや¬ ゅ∠レ⌒わ⇒∠Αや∠¬ ∠オ∠ヤ∠ジ∇ルゅ∠プ 

ゅ∠ヰ∇レ⌒ョび  

(And recite to them the story of him to whom We gave Our Ayat , but  he threw them away) "Is 
about  Bal` am bin Ba` ura' a man from the Children of Israel. '' Shu` bah and several other 
narrators narrated this statement  from Mansur who got  it  f rom Ibn Mas̀ ud. Sa` id bin Abi 
` Arubah narrated that  Qatadah said that  Ibn ` Abbas said, "He is Sayfi,  son of Ar-Rahib. '' 
Qatadah commented that  Ka` b said, "He was a man from Al-Balqla' (a province of Jordan) who 
knew Allah's Greatest  Name. He used to live in Bayt  Al-Maqdis with the tyrants. '' Al-` Awfi 
reported that  Ibn ` Abbas said, "He is Bal` am bin Ba` ura',  a man from Yemen whom Allah had 
given the knowledge of His Ayat , but  he abandoned them.'' Malik bin Dinar said, "He was one of 
the scholars of the Children of Israel whose supplicat ion was acceptable. They used to seek his 
lead in suplicat ion in t imes of dif f iculty. Allah's Prophet  Musa sent  him to the King of Madyan to 
call him to Allah. That  king appeased him and gave him land and gif ts, and he reverted from 
the religion of Musa and followed the king's religion. '' ` Imran bin ` Uyaynah narrated that  
` Husayn said that  ` Imran bin Al-Harith said that  Ibn ` Abbas said, "He is Bal` am son of Ba` ura'. '' 
Similar was said by Muj ahid and ` Ikrimah. Therefore, it  is well-known that  this honorable Ayah 
was revealed about  a man from the Children of Israel in ancient  t imes, according to Ibn Mas̀ ud 
and several others among the Salaf.  ` Ali bin Abi Talhah reported that  Ibn ` Abbas said, "He is a 
man from the city of the tyrants (Jerusalem) whose name was Bal` am and who knew Allah's 
Greatest  Name.'' ` Ali bin Abi Talhah also reported that  Ibn ` Abbas that  he said, "When Musa 
and those with him went  to the city of the tyrants (Jerusalem), the cousins of Bal` am and his 
people came to him and said, ` Musa is a st rong man, and he has many soldiers. If  he gains the 
upper hand over us, we will be dest royed. Therefore, supplicate to Allah that  He prevents Musa 
and those with him from prevailing over us. ' Bal` am said, ` If  I supplicate to Allah that  He turns 
back Musa and those with him, I will lose in this life and the Hereafter. ' They kept  luring him 
unt il he supplicated against  Musa and his people, and Allah took away what  he bestowed on 
him (of knowledge). Hence Allah's statement ,  

ぴ∠オ∠ヤ∠ジ∇ルゅ∠プ ゅ∠ヰ∇レ⌒ョ ⊥ヮ∠バ∠ら∇ゎ∠ほ∠プ ⊥リ⇒∠ト∇Βｚゼャやび  

(but  he threw them away; so Shaytan followed him up). ''' Allah said next ,  

ぴ∇ヲ∠ャ∠ヱ ゅ∠レ∇ゃ⌒セ ⊥ヮ⇒∠レ∇バ∠プ∠ゲ∠ャ ゅ∠ヰ⌒よ ⊥ヮｚレ⌒ム⇒∠ャ∠ヱ ∠ギ∠ヤ∇カ∠ぺ ヴ∠ャ⌒ま ｘΙや⌒チ∇ケ 

∠ノ∠らｚゎや∠ヱ ⊥ロや∠ヲ∠ワび  

(And had We willed, We would surely have elevated him therewith but  he clung to the earth 
and followed his own vain desires.) Allah said,  

ぴ∇ヲ∠ャ∠ヱ ゅ∠レ∇ゃ⌒セ ⊥ヮ⇒∠レ∇バ∠プ∠ゲ∠ャ ゅ∠ヰ⌒よび  



(And had We willed, We would surely have elevated him therewith) from the f ilth of this 
earthly life through the Ayat  that  We gave him knowledge of,  

ぴ⊥ヮｚレ⌒ム⇒∠ャ∠ヱ ∠ギ∠ヤ∇カ∠ぺ ヴ∠ャ⌒ま ⌒チ∇ケｘΙやび  

(but  he clung to the earth), he became interested in the adornment  of this life and its delights. 
He indulged in the lusts of life and its j oys and was deceived by it ,  j ust  as life deceived others 
like him, without  sound comprehension or a good mind. Muhammad bin Ishaq bin Yasar 
narrated from Salim, from Abu An-Nadr that  when Musa entered the land of Bani Canaan in the 
area of Ash-Sham (Greater Syria), the people of Bal` am came to him, saying, "This is Musa, son 
of ` Imran with the Children of Israel. He wants to drive us out  from our land, kill us and 
replace us with the Children of Israel. We are your people and have no other dwelling area. 
You are a person whose supplicat ion is acceptable (to Allah), so go out  and supplicate to Allah 
against  them.'' He said, "Woe to you! Here is Allah's Prophet  (Musa) with whom the angels and 
believers are! How can I supplicate against  them when I know from Allah what  I know'' They 
said, "We have no other dwelling area. '' So they kept  luring and begging him unt il he was 
tempted by the t rial and went  on his donkey towards Mount  Husban, which was behind the 
Israelite military barracks. When he proceeded on the Mount  for a while, the donkey sat  down 
and refused to proceed. He got  off  the donkey and st ruck it  unt il it  stood up again and he rode 
it .  The donkey did the same after a lit t le while, and he st ruck it  again unt il it  stood up...  So he 
proceeded and t ried to supplicate against  Musa and his people. However, Allah made his 
tongue ment ion his people with evil and the Children of Israel with good instead of his people, 
who protested, "O Bal` am! What  are you doing You are supplicat ing for them and against  us! '' 
He said, "It  is against  my will.  This is a mat ter that  Allah has decided.'' He then said to them, as 
his tongue was made to loll out  of his mouth, "Now I have lost  this life and the Hereafter. '' This 
Ayah was revealed about  the story of Bal` am son of Ba` ura'  

ぴ⊥モ∇ゎや∠ヱ ∇ユ⌒ヰ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ ∠ほ∠ら∠ル ン⌒グｚャや ⊥ヮ⇒∠レ∇Β∠ゎや¬ ゅ∠レ⌒わ⇒∠Αや∠¬ ∠オ∠ヤ∠ジ∇ルゅ∠プ 

ゅ∠ヰ∇レ⌒ョび  

(And recite to them the story of him to whom We gave Our Ayat , but  he threw them away.), 
unt il,   

ぴ∇ユ⊥ヰｚヤ∠バ∠ャ ∠ラヱ⊥ゲｚム∠ヘ∠わ∠Αび  

(perhaps they may ref lect .) Allah said next ,  

ぴ⊥ヮ⊥ヤ∠ん∠ヨ∠プ ⌒モ∠ん∠ヨ∠ミ ⌒ょ∇ヤ∠ム∇ャや ラ⌒ま ∇モ⌒ヨ∇エ∠ゎ ⌒ヮ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ ∇ゑ∠ヰ∇ヤ∠Α ∇ヱ∠ぺ 

⊥ヮ∇ミ⊥ゲ∇わ∠ゎ ゑ∠ヰ∇ヤ∠Αび  

(So his parable is the parable of a dog: if  you drive him away, he pants, or if  you leave him 
alone, he (st il l) pants.) Scholars of Tafsir have conflict ing opinions regarding the meaning of 



this Ayah. Some scholars said that  it  refers to the end of Bal` am's tongue which f lickered out  of 
his mouth, as in the story narrated from Ibn Ishaq, from Salim, from Abu An-Nadr. Therefore, 
his example is the example of the dog, it s tongue pants regardless of whether it  is driven away 
or not . It  was also said that  the meaning here is a parable of this man -- and his like -- 
concerning their misguidance, persist ing the wrong path and not  being able to benefit  from 
faith or comprehend what  they are being called to. So his example is that  of a dog which pants 
whether it  was driven away or left  alone. The person described here does not  benefit  from the 
advice or the call to faith, j ust  as if  the advice and call never occurred. Allah said in another 
Ayah, k  

ぴ∀¬へ∠ヲ∠シ ∇ユ⌒ヰ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ ∇ユ⊥ヰ∠ゎ∇ケ∠グル∠ぺ∠¬ ∇ュ∠ぺ ∇ユ∠ャ ∇ユ⊥ワ∇ケ⌒グレ⊥ゎ ∠Ι ∠ラヲ⊥レ⌒ョ∇ぽ⊥Αび  

(It  is the same to them (disbelievers) whether you warn them or do not  warn them, they will 
not  believe.)� 2:6�  and,  

ぴ∇ゲ⌒ヘ∇ピ∠わ∇シや ∇ユ⊥ヰ∠ャ ∇ヱ∠ぺ ∠Ι ∇ゲ⌒ヘ∇ピ∠わ∇ジ∠ゎ ∇ユ⊥ヰ∠ャ ラ⌒ま ∇ゲ⌒ヘ∇ピ∠わ∇ジ∠ゎ ∇ユ⊥ヰ∠ャ 

∠リΒ⌒バ∇ら∠シ ⇔りｚゲ∠ョ リ∠ヤ∠プ ∠ゲ⌒ヘ∇ピ∠Α ⊥ヮｚヤャや ∇ユ⊥ヰ∠ャび  

(Whether you ask forgiveness for them (hypocrites) or ask not  forgiveness for them -- (and 
even) if  you ask seventy t imes for their forgiveness -- Allah will not  forgive them.) � 9:80�  and 
similar Ayat . It  was also said that  the meaning here, is that  the heart  of the disbeliever, the 
hypocrite and the wicked is weak and devoid of guidance. Therefore, it  keeps faltering. Similar 
was narrated from Al-Hasan Al-Basri.   

ぴ⌒ゾ⊥ダ∇ホゅ∠プ ∠ゾ∠ダ∠ボ∇ャや ∇ユ⊥ヰｚヤ∠バ∠ャ ∠ラヱ⊥ゲｚム∠ヘ∠わ∠Αび  

(So relate the stories, perhaps they may ref lect ) Allah said next  to His Prophet  Muhammad ,  

ぴ⌒ゾ⊥ダ∇ホゅ∠プ ∠ゾ∠ダ∠ボ∇ャや ∇ユ⊥ヰｚヤ∠バ∠ャび  

(So relate the stories, perhaps they may) the Children of Israel, who have knowledge ot  the 
story of Bal` am and what  happened to him when Allah allowed him to st ray and expelled him 
from His mercy. Allah favored him by teaching him His Greatest  Name, by which, if  He is 
asked, He will grant , and if  He is called upon, He answers. But  Bal` am used it  in disobedience 
to Allah and invoked Him against  His own party of  the people of faith, followers of His servant  
and Messenger during that  t ime, Musa, the son of ` Imran, peace be upon him, whom Allah 
spoke to direct ly,  

ぴ∇ユ⊥ヰｚヤ∠バ∠ャ ∠ラヱ⊥ゲｚム∠ヘ∠わ∠Αび  



(perhaps they may ref lect .) and avoid Bal` am's behavior, for Allah has given the Jews 
knowledge and made them superior to the bedouins surrounding them. He gave them the 
descript ion of Muhammad which would allow them to recognize him, as they recognize their 
own children. They, among people, have the most  right  to follow, aid and support  Muhammad , 
in obedience to their Prophets who informed them of him and commanded them to follow him. 
Therefore, whoever among them defies the knowledge in their Books or hides it  f rom the 
servants, Allah will place disgrace on him in this life, followed by humiliat ion in the Hereafter. 
Allah said,  

ぴ∠¬べ∠シ ⇔Κ∠ん∠ョ ⊥ュ∇ヲ∠ボ∇ャや ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや ∇やヲ⊥よｚグ∠ミ ゅ∠レ⌒わ⇒∠Αゅ∠⇒⌒よび  

(Evil is the parable of the people who rej ected Our Ayat .) Allah says, evil is the example of the 
people who deny Our Ayat  in that  they are equated with dogs that  have no interest  but  to 
collect  food and sat isfy lusts. ' Therefore, whoever goes out  of the area of knowledge and 
guidance, and seeks sat isfact ion for his lusts and vain desires, is j ust  like a dog; what  an evil 
example. The Sahih recorded that  the Messenger of Allah said,  

»∠ザ∇Β∠ャ ゅ∠レ∠ャ ⊥モ∠ん∠ョ ∩⌒¬∇ヲｚジャや ⊥ギ⌒もゅ∠バ∇ャや ヶ⌒プ ⌒ヮ⌒わ∠ら⌒ワ ⌒ょ∇ヤ∠ム∇ャゅ∠ミ 

⊥キヲ⊥バ∠Α ヶ⌒プ ヮ⌒ゃ∇Β∠ホ«  

(The evil example is not  suitable for us: he who goes back on his gif t  is j ust  like the dog that  
eats its vomit .) Allah's statement ,  

ぴ∇ユ⊥ヰ∠ジ⊥ヘル∠ぺ∠ヱ ∇やヲ⊥ルゅ∠ミ ∠ラヲ⊥ヨ⌒ヤ∇ヌ∠Αび  

(and they used to wrong themselves.) means, Allah did not  wrong them, but  they wronged 
themselves by rej ect ing guidance, not  obeying the Lord, being content  with this life that  will 
soon end, all the while seeking to fulf il l desires and obey lusts.  

ぴリ∠ョ ⌒ギ∇ヰ∠Α ⊥ヮｚヤャや ∠ヲ⊥ヰ∠プ ン⌒ギ∠わ∇ヰ⊥ヨ∇ャや リ∠ョ∠ヱ ∇モ⌒ヤ∇ツ⊥Α ∠マ⌒ゃ⇒∠ャ∇ヱ⊥ほ∠プ 

⊥ユ⊥ワ ∠ラヱ⊥ゲ⌒ジ⇒∠ガ∇ャやび   

(178. Whomsoever Allah guides, he is the guided one, and whomsoever He sends ast ray, -- then 
those! They are the losers.) Allah says, whomever He leads aright , then none can lead him to 
misguidance, and whomever He leads ast ray, will have acquired failure, loss and sure 
misguidance. Verily, whatever Allah wills occurs; and whatever He does not  will,  does not  
occur. A Hadith narrated from ` Abdullah bin Mas̀ ud reads,  



»ｚラ⌒ま ∠ギ∇ヨ∠エ∇ャや ⌒ぶ ⊥ロ⊥ギ∠ヨ∇エ∠ル ⊥ヮ⊥レΒ⌒バ∠わ∇ジ∠ル∠ヱ ⌒ヮΑ⌒ギ∇ヰ∠わ∇ジ∠ル∠ヱ 

⊥ロ⊥ゲ⌒ヘ∇ピ∠わ∇ジ∠ル∠ヱ ⊥クヲ⊥バ∠ル∠ヱ ⌒ぶゅ⌒よ ∇リ⌒ョ ⌒ケヱ⊥ゲ⊥セ ゅ∠レ⌒ジ⊥ヘ∇ル∠ぺ ∇リ⌒ョ∠ヱ 

⌒れゅ∠ゃあΒ∠シ ∩ゅ∠レ⌒ャゅ∠ヨ∇ハ∠ぺ ∇リ∠ョ ⌒ギ∇ヰ∠Α ⊥ぶや ゅ∠ヤ∠プ ｚモ⌒ツ⊥ョ ⊥ヮ∠ャ ∇リ∠ョ∠ヱ 

⌒モ⌒ヤ∇ツ⊥Α ⊥ぶや ゅ∠ヤ∠プ ∠ヵ⌒キゅ∠ワ ∩⊥ヮ∠ャ ⊥ギ∠ヰ∇セ∠ぺ∠ヱ ∇ラ∠ぺ ゅ∠ャ ∠ヮ∠ャ⌒ま ゅｚャ⌒ま ⊥ぶや 

⊥ロ∠ギ∇ェ∠ヱ ゅ∠ャ ∠マΑ⌒ゲ∠セ ⊥ヮ∠ャ ⊥ギ∠ヰ∇セ∠ぺ∠ヱ ｚラ∠ぺ や⇔ギｚヨ∠エ⊥ョ ⊥ロ⊥ギ∇ら∠ハ 

ヮ⊥ャヲ⊥シ∠ケ∠ヱ«  

(All praise is due to Allah, Whom we praise and seek help, guidance and forgiveness from. We 
seek refuge with Allah from the evils within ourselves and from the burden of our evil deeds. 
He whom Allah guides, will never be misled; and he whom He misguides, will never have one 
who will guide him. I bear witness that  there is no deity worthy of worship except  Allah 
without  partners and that  Muhammad is His servant  and Messenger.) The complete Hadith was 
collected by Imam Ahmad and the collectors of Sunan and others.  

ぴ∇ギ∠ボ∠ャ∠ヱ ゅ∠ル∇ぺ∠ケ∠ク ∠ユｚレ∠ヰ∠イ⌒ャ や⇔ゲΒ⌒ん∠ミ ∠リあョ あリ⌒イ∇ャや ⌒ザ∇ル⌒Ηや∠ヱ ∇ユ⊥ヰ∠ャ 

∀ゆヲ⊥ヤ⊥ホ ｚΙ ∠ラヲ⊥ヰ∠ボ∇ヘ∠Α ゅ∠ヰ⌒よ ∇ユ⊥ヰ∠ャ∠ヱ ∀リ⊥Β∇ハ∠ぺ ｚΙ ∠ラヱ⊥ゲ⌒ダ∇ら⊥Α ゅ∠ヰ⌒よ 

∇ユ⊥ヰ∠ャ∠ヱ ∀ラや∠クや∠¬ ｚΙ ∠ラヲ⊥バ∠ヨ∇ジ∠Α べ∠ヰ⌒よ ∠マ⌒ゃ⇒∠ャ∇ヱ⊥ぺ ⌒ユ⇒∠バ∇ル∠Εゅ∠ミ ∇モ∠よ 

∇ユ⊥ワ ぁモ∠ッ∠ぺ ∠マ⌒ゃ⇒∠ャ∇ヱ⊥ぺ ⊥ユ⊥ワ ∠ラヲ⊥ヤ⌒ヘ⇒∠ピ∇ャやび   

(179. And surely, We have created many of the Jinn and mankind for Hell.  They have hearts 
wherewith they understand not , and they have eyes wherewith they see not , and they have 
ears wherewith they hear not  (the t ruth). They are like cat t le, nay even more ast ray; those! 
They are the heedless ones.) 

Disbelief and the Divine Decree 

Allah said,  

ぴ∇ギ∠ボ∠ャ∠ヱ ゅ∠ル∇ぺ∠ケ∠ク ∠ユｚレ∠ヰ∠イ⌒ャび  

(And surely, We have created for Hell) We made a share in the Fire for,  



ぴや⇔ゲΒ⌒ん∠ミ ∠リあョ あリ⌒イ∇ャや ⌒ザ∇ル⌒Ηや∠ヱび  

(many of the Jinn and mankind) We prepared them for it  by their performance of the deeds of 
it s people. When Allah intended to create the creat ion, He knew what  their work will be before 
they existed. He wrote all this in a Book, kept  with Him, f if t y thousand years before He created 
the heavens and earth. Muslim recorded that  ` Abdullah bin ` Amr narrated that  the Messenger 
of Allah said,  

»ｚラ⌒ま ∠ぶや ∠ケｚギ∠ホ ∠ゲΑ⌒キゅ∠ボ∠ョ ⌒ペ∇ヤ∠ガ∇ャや ∠モ∇ら∠ホ ∇ラ∠ぺ ∠ペ⊥ヤ∇ガ∠Α 

⌒れや∠ヲ∠ヨｚジャや ∠チ∇ケ∠ほ∇ャや∠ヱ ∠リΒ⌒ジ∇ヨ∠ガ⌒よ ∠ブ∇ャ∠ぺ ∃る∠レ∠シ ∠ラゅ∠ミ∠ヱ 

⊥ヮ⊥セ∇ゲ∠ハ ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ ¬ゅ∠ヨ∇ャや«  

(Verily, Allah decided the dest inat ion and due measurement  of the creat ion f if t y thousand 
years before He created the heavens and earth, and His Throne was over the water.) There are 
many Hadiths on this subj ect , and certainly, the mat ter of Al-Qadar is of utmost  importance, 
yet  this is not  where we should discuss it .  Allah said,  

ぴ∇ユ⊥ヰ∠ャ ∀ゆヲ⊥ヤ⊥ホ ｚΙ ∠ラヲ⊥ヰ∠ボ∇ヘ∠Α ゅ∠ヰ⌒よ ∇ユ⊥ヰ∠ャ∠ヱ ∀リ⊥Β∇ハ∠ぺ ｚΙ 
∠ラヱ⊥ゲ⌒ダ∇ら⊥Α ゅ∠ヰ⌒よ ∇ユ⊥ヰ∠ャ∠ヱ ∀ラや∠クや∠¬ ｚΙ ∠ラヲ⊥バ∠ヨ∇ジ∠Α べ∠ヰ⌒よび  

(They have hearts wherewith they understand not ,  and they have eyes wherewith they see not , 
and they have ears wherewith they hear not .) meaning, they do not  benefit  from these senses 
that  Allah made for them as a means of gaining guidance. Similarly, Allah said,  

ぴゅ∠レ∇ヤ∠バ∠ィ∠ヱ ∇ユ⊥ヰ∠ャ ⇔ゅバ∇ヨ∠シ ⇔やゲ⇒∠ダ∇よ∠ぺ∠ヱ ⇔り∠ギ⌒ゃ∇プ∠ぺ∠ヱ べ∠ヨ∠プ ヴ∠レ∇ビ∠ぺ 

∇ユ⊥ヰ∇レ∠ハ ∇ユ⊥ヰ⊥バ∇ヨ∠シ ∠Ι∠ヱ ∇ユ⊥ワ⊥ゲ⇒∠ダ∇よ∠ぺ ∠Ι∠ヱ ∇ユ⊥ヰ⊥ゎ∠ギ⌒ゃ∇プ∠ぺ リあョ 

∃¬∇ヴ∠セ ∇ク⌒ま ∇やヲ⊥ルゅ∠ミ ∠ラヱ⊥ギ∠エ∇イ∠Α ⌒ろ⇒∠Αゅ∠⇒⌒よ ⌒ヮｚヤャやび  

(And We had assigned them the (facult ies of) hearing, seeing, and hearts; but  their hearing, 
seeing, and their hearts availed them nothing since they used to deny the Ayat .) � 46:26� . Allah 
also said about  the hypocrites,  

ぴｘユ⊥タ ∀ユ∇ム⊥よ ∀ヴ∇ヨ⊥ハ ∇ユ⊥ヰ∠プ ∠Ι ∠ラヲ⊥バ⌒ィ∇ゲ∠Αび   



((They are) deaf, dumb, and blind, so they return not  (to the right  path)) � 2:18� , and about  the 
disbelievers,  

ぴｘユ⊥タ ∀ユ∇ム⊥よ ∀ヴ∇ヨ⊥ハ ∇ユ⊥ヰ∠プ ∠Ι ∠ラヲ⊥ヤ⌒ボ∇バ∠Αび  

((They are) deaf, dumb and blind. So they do not  understand.) � 2:171�  However, they are not  
deaf, dumb or blind, except  relat ion to the guidance. Allah said;  

ぴ∇ヲ∠ャ∠ヱ ∠ユ⌒ヤ∠ハ ⊥ヮｚヤャや ∇ユ⌒ヰΒ⌒プ や⇔ゲ∇Β∠カ ∠バ∠ヨ∇シ∠Ε∇ユ⊥ヰ ∇ヲ∠ャ∠ヱ ∇ユ⊥ヰ∠バ∠ヨ∇シ∠ぺ 

∇やヲｚャ∠ヲ∠わ∠ャ ユ⊥ワｚヱ ∠ラヲ⊥ッ⌒ゲ∇バぁョび   

(Had Allah known of any good in them, He would indeed have made them listen; and even if  He 
had made them listen, they would but  have turned away with aversion (to the t ruth).) � 8:23� ,  

ぴｚル⌒み∠プゅ∠ヰ ∠Ι ヴ∠ヨ∇バ∠ゎ ⊥ゲ⇒∠ダ∇よｘΙや リ⌒ム⇒∠ャ∠ヱ ヴ∠ヨ∇バ∠ゎ ⊥ゆヲ⊥ヤ⊥ボ∇ャや 

ヴ⌒わｚャや ヴ⌒プ ⌒ケヱ⊥ギぁダャやび  

(Verily, it  is not  the eyes that  grow blind, but  it  is the hearts which are in the breasts that  grow 
blind.) � 22:46� , and,  

ぴリ∠ョ∠ヱ ⊥ズ∇バ∠Α リ∠ハ ⌒ゲ∇ミ⌒ク ⌒リ⇒∠ヨ∇ェｚゲャや ∇ヂあΒ∠ボ⊥ル ∠ャ⊥ヮ ⇔ゅルゅ∠ト∇Β∠セ 

∠ヲ⊥ヰ∠プ ⊥ヮ∠ャ ∀リΑ⌒ゲ∠ホ - ∇ユ⊥ヰｚル⌒ま∠ヱ ∇ユ⊥ヰ∠ルヱぁギ⊥ダ∠Β∠ャ ⌒リ∠ハ ⌒モΒ⌒らｚジャや 

∠ラヲ⊥ら∠ジ∇エ∠Α∠ヱ ユ⊥ヰｚル∠ぺ ∠ラヱ⊥ギ∠わ∇ヰぁョび   

(And whosoever turns away blindly from the remembrance of the Most  Gracious (Allah), We 
appoint  for him Shaytan to be an int imate companion to him. And verily, they hinder them 
from the path, but  they think that  they are guided aright !)� 43:36-37�  Allah's statement ,  

ぴ∠マ⌒ゃ⇒∠ャ∇ヱ⊥ぺ ⌒ユ⇒∠バ∇ル∠Εゅ∠ミび  

(They are like cat t le), means, those who neither hear the t ruth, nor understand it ,  nor see the 
guidance, are j ust  like grazing cat t le that  do not  benefit  from these senses, except  for what  
sustains their life in this world. Allah said in a similar Ayah,  



ぴ⊥モ∠ん∠ョ∠ヱ ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや ∇やヱ⊥ゲ∠ヘ∠ミ ⌒モ∠ん∠ヨ∠ミ ン⌒グｚャや ⊥ペ⌒バ∇レ∠Α ゅ∠ヨ⌒よ ∠Ι 
⊥ノ∠ヨ∇ジ∠Α ｚΙ⌒ま ⇔¬べ∠ハ⊥キ ∠ギ⌒ル∠ヱ⇔¬へび  

(And the example of those who disbelieve is as that  of one who shouts to those who hear 
nothing but  calls and cries.) � 2:171�  meaning, their example, when they are called to the 
faith, is the example of cat t le that  hear only the voice of their shepherd, but  cannot  
understand what  he is saying. Allah further described them  

ぴ∇モ∠よ ∇ユ⊥ワ ぁモ∠ッ∠ぺび  

(nay even more ast ray), than cat t le, because cat t le st il l respond to the call of their shepherd, 
even though they do not  understand what  he is saying. As for the people described here, they 
are unlike cat t le, which fulf il l the purpose and service they were created for. The disbeliever 
was created to worship Allah alone in Tawhid, but  he disbelieved in Allah and associated others 
in His worship. Therefore, those people who obey Allah are more honorable than some angels, 
while cat t le are bet ter than those who disbelieve in Him. So Allah said;  

ぴ∠マ⌒ゃ⇒∠ャ∇ヱ⊥ぺ ⌒ユ⇒∠バ∇ル∠Εゅ∠ミ ∇モ∠よ ∇ユ⊥ワ ぁモ∠ッ∠ぺ ∠マ⌒ゃ⇒∠ャ∇ヱ⊥ぺ ⊥ユ⊥ワ 

∠ラヲ⊥ヤ⌒ヘ⇒∠ピ∇ャやび  

(They are like cat t le, nay even more ast ray; those! They are the heedless ones.)  

ぴ⌒ヮｚヤャ∠ヱ ⊥¬べ∠ヨ∇シ∠Εや ヴ∠レ∇ジ⊥エ∇ャや ⊥ロヲ⊥ハ∇キゅ∠プ ゅ∠ヰ⌒よ ∇やヱ⊥ケ∠ク∠ヱ ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや 

∠ラヱ⊥ギ⌒エ∇ヤ⊥Α ヴ⌒プ ⌒ヮ⌒ゃ⇒∠ヨ∇シ∠ぺ ∠ラ∇ヱ∠ゴ∇イ⊥Β∠シ ゅ∠ョ ∇やヲ⊥ルゅ∠ミ ∠ラヲ⊥ヤ∠ヨ∇バ∠Αび   

(180. And (all) the Most  Beaut iful Names belong to Allah, so call on Him by them, and leave the 
company of those who belie His Names. They will be requited for what  they used to do.)  

 

Allah's Most Beautiful Names 

Abu Hurayrah narrated that  the Messenger of Allah said,  



»ｚラ⌒ま ⌒ぶ ゅ⇔バ∇ジ⌒ゎ ∠リΒ⌒バ∇ジ⌒ゎ∠ヱ ゅ⇔ヨ∇シや ⇔る∠もゅ⌒ョ ゅｚャ⌒ま ∩や⇔ギ⌒ェや∠ヱ ∠ョ∇リ 
ゅ∠ワゅ∠ダ∇ェ∠ぺ ∠モ∠カ∠キ ∠るｚレ∠イ∇ャや ∠ヲ⊥ワ∠ヱ ∀ゲ∇ゎ⌒ヱ ぁょ⌒エ⊥Α ゲ∇ゎ⌒ヲ∇ャや«  

(Verily, Allah has ninety-nine Names, a hundred less one; whoever counts (and preserves) 
them, will enter Paradise. Allah is Wit r (One) and loves Al-Wit r (the odd numbered things),) 
The Two Sahihs collected this Hadith. We should state that  Allah's Names are not  rest ricted to 
only ninety-nine. For instance, in his Musnad, Imam Ahmad recorded that  ` Abdullah bin Mas̀ ud 
said that  the Messenger of Allah said;  

»ゅ∠ョ ∠ゆゅ∠タ∠ぺ や⇔ギ∠ェ∠ぺ ぁテ∠ホ ｘユ∠ワ ∠ャ∠ヱゅ ∀ラ∠ゴ∠ェ ∠メゅ∠ボ∠プ :ｚユ⊥ヰｚヤャや 

ヶあル⌒ま ∩∠ポ⊥ギ∇ら∠ハ ⊥リ∇よや ∩∠マ⌒わ∠ョ∠ぺ ヶ⌒わ∠Β⌒タゅ∠ル ∠ポ⌒ギ∠Β⌒よ ∃チゅ∠ョ ｚヶ⌒プ 

∩∠マ⊥ヨ∇ム⊥ェ ∀メ∇ギ∠ハ ｚヶ⌒プ ∩∠ポ⊥ぼゅ⊥ツ∠ホ ∠マ⊥ャ∠ほ∇シ∠ぺ あモ⊥ム⌒よ ∃ユ∇シや ∠ヲ⊥ワ 

∠マ∠ャ ∠ろ∇Βｚヨ∠シ ⌒ヮ⌒よ ∠マ∠ジ∇ヘ∠ル ∇ヱ∠ぺ ヶヘ⌒ヰ⊥ヰ∠わ∇ャ∠ゴ∇ル∠ぺ ∠マ⌒よゅ∠わ⌒ミ ∇ヱ∠ぺ 

⊥ヮ∠わ∇ヨｚヤ∠ハ や⇔ギ∠ェ∠ぺ ∇リ⌒ョ ∠マ⌒ボ∇ヤ∠カ ⌒ヱ∠ぺ ∠れ∇ゲ∠を∇ほ∠わ∇シや ⌒ヮ⌒よ ヶ⌒プ ⌒ユ∇ヤ⌒ハ 

⌒ょ∇Β∠ピ∇ャや ∠ポ∠ギ∇レ⌒ハ ∇ラ∠ぺ ∠モ∠バ∇イ∠ゎ ∠ラへゲ⊥ボ∇ャや ∠ユΒ⌒ヌ∠バ∇ャや ∠ノΒ⌒よ∠ケ 

∩ヶ⌒ら∇ヤ∠ホ ∠ケヲ⊥ル∠ヱ ∩ヵ⌒ケ∇ギ∠タ ∠¬ゅ∠ヤ∠ィ∠ヱ ∩ヶ⌒ル∇ゴ⊥ェ ∠ゆゅ∠ワ∠ク∠ヱ 

∩ヶあヨ∠ワ ゅｚャ⌒ま ∠ょ∠ワ∇ク∠ぺ ⊥ぶや ⊥ヮ∠ル∇ゴ⊥ェ ⊥ヮｚヨ∠ワ∠ヱ ∠メ∠ギ∇よ∠ぺ∠ヱ ⊥ヮ∠ルゅ∠ム∠ョ 

ゅ⇔ェ∠ゲ∠プ«  

(Any person who is overcome by sadness or grief and supplicates, ` O Allah! I am Your servant , 
son of Your female servant . My forelock is in Your Hand. Your decision concerning me shall 
certainly come to pass. Just  is Your Judgement  about  me. I invoke You by every Name that  You 
have and that  You called Yourself  by, sent  down in Your Book, taught  to any of Your creatures, 
or kept  with You in the knowledge of the Unseen that  is with You. Make the Glorious Qur'an the 
spring of my heart , the light  of my chest , the remover of my grief and the dissipater of my 
concern. ' Surely, Allah will remove his grief and sadness and exchange them for delight .) The 
Prophet  was asked "O Messenger of Allah! Should we learn these words'' He said,  

»ヴ∠ヤ∠よ ヶ⌒ピ∠ら∇レ∠Α あモ⊥ム⌒ャ ∇リ∠ョ ゅ∠ヰ∠バ⌒ヨ∠シ ∇ラ∠ぺ ∠ヨｚヤ∠バ∠わ∠Αゅ∠ヰ«  



(Yes. It  is an obligat ion on all those who hear this supplicat ion to learn it .) Al-` Awfi said that  
Ibn ` Abbas said about  Allah's statement ,  

ぴ∇やヱ⊥ケ∠ク∠ヱ ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや ∠ラヱ⊥ギ⌒エ∇ヤ⊥Α ヴ⌒プ ⌒ヮ⌒ゃ⇒∠ヨ∇シ∠ぺび  

(and leave the company of those who belie His Names) "To belie Allah's Names includes saying 
that  Al-Lat  (an idol) derived from Allah's Name.'' Ibn Jurayj  narrated from Muj ahid that  he 
commented,  

ぴ∇やヱ⊥ケ∠ク∠ヱ ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや ∠ラヱ⊥ギ⌒エ∇ヤ⊥Α ヴ⌒プ ⌒ヮ⌒ゃ⇒∠ヨ∇シ∠ぺび  

(and leave the company of those who belie His Names) "They derived Al-Lat  (an idol's name) 
from Allah, and Al-` Uzza (another idol) from Al-` Aziz (the All-Mighty). '' Qatadah stated that  
Ilhad refers to associat ing others with Allah in His Names (such as calling an idol Al-` Uzza). The 
word Ilhad � used in the Ayah in another from�  means deviat ion, wickedness, inj ust ice and 
st raying. The hole in the grave is called Lahd, because it  is a hole within a hole, that  is turned 
towards the Qiblah (the direct ion of the prayer).  

ぴ∇リｚヨ⌒ョ∠ヱ べ∠レ∇ボ∠ヤ∠カ ∀るｚョ⊥ぺ ∠ラヱ⊥ギ∇ヰ∠Α あペ∠エ∇ャゅ⌒よ ⌒よ∠ヱ⌒ヮ ∠ラヲ⊥ャ⌒ギ∇バ∠Αび   

(181. And of those whom We have created, there is a community who guides (others) with the 
t ruth, and establishes j ust ice therewith.) Allah said,  

ぴ∇リｚヨ⌒ョ∠ヱ べ∠レ∇ボ∠ヤ∠カび  

(And of those whom We have created), in reference to some nat ions,  

ぴ∃るｚョ⊥ぺび  

(a community), that  stands in t ruth, in words and act ion,  

ぴ∠ラヱ⊥ギ∇ヰ∠Α あペ∠エ∇ャゅ⌒よび  

(who guides (others) with the t ruth), they proclaim it  and call to it ,   

ぴ⌒ヮ⌒よ∠ヱ ∠ラヲ⊥ャ⌒ギ∇バ∠Αび  



(and establishes j ust ice therewith), adhere to it  themselves and j udge by it .  It  was reported 
that  this Ayah refers to the Ummah of Muhammad . In the Two Sahihs, it  is recorded that  
Mu` awiyah bin Abi Sufyan said that  the Messenger of Allah said,  

»ゅ∠ャ ⊥メや∠ゴ∠ゎ ∀る∠ヘ⌒もゅ∠デ ∇リ⌒ョ ヶ⌒わｚョ⊥ぺ ∠リΑ⌒ゲ⌒ワゅ∠ニ ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ あペ∠エ∇ャや ゅ∠ャ 

∇ユ⊥ワぁゲ⊥ツ∠Α ∇リ∠ョ ∇ユ⊥ヰ∠ャ∠グ∠カ ゅ∠ャ∠ヱ ∇リ∠ョ ∇ユ⊥ヰ∠ヘ∠ャゅ∠カ ヴｚわ∠ェ ∠ュヲ⊥ボ∠ゎ 

る∠ハゅｚジャや«  

(There will always be a group of my Ummah who are apparent  on the Truth, unabated by those 
who fail or oppose them, unt il the (Last ) Hour commences.) rIn another narrat ion, the 
Messenger said,  

»ヴｚわ∠ェ ∠ヶ⌒ゎ∇ほ∠Α ⊥ゲ∇ョ∠ぺ ⌒ぶや ∇ユ⊥ワ∠ヱ ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ マ⌒ャ∠ク«  

(Unt il Allah's command (the Last  Hour) comes while they are st il l l ike this. ) and in yet  another 
narrat ion,  

»∇ユ⊥ワ∠ヱ ュゅｚゼャゅ⌒よ«  

(And they will dwell in Ash-Sham (Greater Syria).)  

ぴ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや∠ヱ ｚグ∠ミ∇やヲ⊥よ ゅ∠レ⌒わ⇒∠Αゅ∠⇒⌒よ ユ⊥ヰ⊥ィ⌒ケ∇ギ∠わ∇ジ∠レ∠シ ∇リあョ ⊥ゑ∇Β∠ェ ∠Ι 
∠ラヲ⊥ヨ∠ヤ∇バ∠Αび   

ぴヴ⌒ヤ∇ョ⊥ぺ∠ヱ ∇ユ⊥ヰ∠ャ ｚラ⌒ま ン⌒ギ∇Β∠ミ ∀リΒ⌒わ∠ョび   

(182. Those who rej ect  Our Ayat , We shall gradually seize them with punishment  in ways they 
perceive not .) (183. And I respite them; certainly My plan is st rong.) Allah said,  

ぴ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや∠ヱ ∇やヲ⊥よｚグ∠ミ ゅ∠レ⌒わ⇒∠Αゅ∠⇒⌒よ ユ⊥ヰ⊥ィ⌒ケ∇ギ∠わ∇ジ∠レ∠シ ∇リあョ ⊥ゑ∇Β∠ェ ∠Ι 
∠ラヲ⊥ヨ∠ヤ∇バ∠Αび   



(Those who rej ect  Our Ayat , We shall gradually seize them in ways they perceive not ) meaning, 
the doors of provisions will be opened for them and also the means of livelihood, in this life. 
They will be deceived by all this and think that  they are on the correct  path. Allah said in 
another instance,  

ぴゅｚヨ∠ヤ∠プ ∇やヲ⊥ジ∠ル ゅ∠ョ ∇やヱ⊥ゲあミ⊥ク ⌒ヮ⌒よ ゅ∠レ∇エ∠わ∠プ ∇ユ⌒ヰ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ ∠ゆや∠ヲ∇よ∠ぺ あモ⊥ミ 

∃¬∇ヴ∠セ ヴｚわ∠ェ や∠ク⌒ま ∇やヲ⊥ェ⌒ゲ∠プ べ∠ヨ⌒よ ∇やヲ⊥ゎヱ⊥ぺ ∇ユ⊥ヰ⇒∠ル∇グ∠カ∠ぺ ⇔る∠わ∇ピ∠よ 

や∠ク⌒み∠プ ∇ユ⊥ワ ∠ラヲ⊥ジ⌒ヤ∇らぁョ - ∠ノ⌒ト⊥ボ∠プ ⊥ゲ⌒よや∠キ ⌒ュ∇ヲ∠ボ∇ャや ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや ∇やヲ⊥ヨ∠ヤ∠ニ 

⊥ギ∇ヨ∠エ∇ャや∠ヱ ⌒ヮｚヤャ あゆ∠ケ ∠リΒ⌒ヨ∠ヤ⇒∠バ∇ャやび   

(So, when they forgot  (the warning) with which they had been reminded, We opened for them 
the gates of every (pleasant ) thing, unt il in the midst  of their enj oyment  in that  which they 
were given, all of a sudden, We took them (in punishment ), and lo! They were plunged into 
dest ruct ion with deep regrets and sorrow. So the root  of the people who did wrong was cut  off . 
And all the praises and thanks are to Allah, the Lord of all that  exists.)� 6:44-45� . Allah said 
here,  

ぴヴ∠ヤ∇ョ∠ぺ∠ヱ ∇ユ⊥ヰ∠ャび  

(And I respite them) prolong what  they are in,  

ぴｚラ⌒ま ン⌒ギ∇Β∠ミ ∀リΒ⌒わ∠ョび  

(certainly My plan is st rong) and perfect .  

ぴ∇ユ∠ャ∠ヱ∠ぺ ∇やヱ⊥ゲｚム∠ヘ∠わ∠Α ゅ∠ョ ユ⌒ヰ⌒ら⌒ェゅ∠ダ⌒よ リあョ ∃るｚレ⌒ィ ∇ラ⌒ま ∠ヲ⊥ワ ｚΙ⌒ま 

∀ゲΑ⌒グ∠ル ∀リΒ⌒らぁョび   

(184. Do they not  ref lect  There is no madness in their companion. He is but  a plain warner.) 
Allah said,  

ぴ∇ユ∠ャ∠ヱ∠ぺ ∇やヱ⊥ゲｚム∠ヘ∠わ∠Αび  

(Do they not  ref lect ) ` those who deny Our Ayat , '  



ぴゅ∠ョ ユ⌒ヰ⌒ら⌒ェゅ∠ダ⌒よび  

(there is not  in their companion), Muhammad ,  

ぴリあョ ∃るｚレ⌒ィび  

(madness) Muhammad is not  mad, rather, he is t ruly the Messenger of Allah, calling to Truth,  

ぴ∇ラ⌒ま ∠ヲ⊥ワ ｚΙ⌒ま ∀ゲΑ⌒グ∠ル ∀リΒ⌒らぁョび  

(but  he is a plain warner), and this is clear for those who have a mind and a heart  by which 
they understand and comprehend. Allah said in another Ayah,  

ぴゅ∠ョ∠ヱ ∇ユ⊥ム⊥ら⌒エ⇒∠タ ∃ラヲ⊥レ∇イ∠ヨ⌒よび   

(And (O people) your companion is not  a madman.)� 81:22�  Allah also said,  

ぴ∇モ⊥ホ べ∠ヨｚル⌒ま ∇ユ⊥ム⊥ヌ⌒ハ∠ぺ ∃り∠ギ⌒ェ∠ヲ⌒よ ラ∠ぺ ∇やヲ⊥ョヲ⊥ボ∠ゎ ⌒ヮｚヤ⌒ャ ヴ∠レ∇ん∠ョ 

ン∠キや∠ゲ⊥プ∠ヱ ｚユ⊥を ∇やヱ⊥ゲｚム∠ヘ∠わ∠ゎ ゅ∠ョ ∇ユ⊥ム⌒ら⌒エ⇒∠ダ⌒よ リあョ ∃るｚレ⌒ィ ∇ラ⌒ま ∠ヲ⊥ワ 

ｚΙ⌒ま ∀ゲΑ⌒グ∠ル ∇ユ⊥ムｚャ ∠リ∇Β∠よ ∇ン∠ギ∠Α ∃ゆや∠グ∠ハ ∃ギΑ⌒ギ∠セび   

(Say: "I exhort  you to one (thing) only, that  you stand up for Allah's sake in pairs and singly, and 
ref lect , there is no madness in your companion. He is only a warner to you in face of a severe 
torment . '') � 34:46�  meaning, ` I ask you to stand for Allah in sincerity without  stubbornness or 
bias, '  

ぴヴ∠レ∇ん∠ョ ン∠キや∠ゲ⊥プ∠ヱび  

(in pairs and singly) � 34:46�  individuals and in groups,  

ぴｚユ⊥を ∇やヱ⊥ゲｚム∠ヘ∠わ∠ゎび  

(and ref lect ) � 34:46� , about  this man who brought  the Message from Allah, is he mad If  you do 
this, it  will become clear to you that  he is the Messenger of Allah in t ruth and j ust ice. Qatadah 



bin Di'amah said, "We were informed that  the Prophet  of Allah once was on (Mount ) As-Safa and 
called the Quraysh, subt ribe by subt ribe, proclaiming,  

»ゅ∠Α ヶ⌒レ∠よ ∩∃ラゅ∠ヤ⊥プ ゅ∠Α ヶ⌒レ∠よ ∃ラゅ∠ヤ⊥プ ∇ユ⊥ワ∠ケｚグ∠エ∠プ ∠サ∇ほ∠よ ⌒ぶや 

∠ノ⌒もゅ∠ホ∠ヱ∠ヱ ぶや«  

(O Children of so-and-so, O Children of so-and-so! He warned them against  Allah's might  and 
what  He has done (such as revenge from His enemies).) Some of them commented, ` This 
companion of yours (Prophet  Muhammad) is mad; he kept  shout ing unt il the morning' Allah sent  
down this Ayah,  

ぴ∇ユ∠ャ∠ヱ∠ぺ ∇やヱ⊥ゲｚム∠ヘ∠わ∠Α ゅ∠ョ ユ⌒ヰ⌒ら⌒ェゅ∠ダ⌒よ リあョ ∃るｚレ⌒ィ ∇ラ⌒ま ∠ヲ⊥ワ ｚΙ⌒ま 

∀ゲΑ⌒グ∠ル ∀リΒ⌒らぁョび   

(Do they not  ref lect  There is no madness in their companion. He is but  a plain warner) 
� 7:184� . '''  

ぴ∇ユ∠ャ∠ヱ∠ぺ ∇やヱ⊥ゲ⊥ヌレ∠Α ヴ⌒プ ⌒れヲ⊥ム∠ヤ∠ョ ⌒れ∠ヲ⇒∠ヨｚジャや ⌒チ∇ケｘΙや∠ヱ 

ゅ∠ョ∠ヱ ∠ペ∠ヤ∠カ ⊥ヮｚヤャや リ⌒ョ ∃¬∇ヴ∠セ ∇ラ∠ぺ∠ヱ ヴ∠ジ∠ハ ラ∠ぺ ∠ラヲ⊥ム∠Α ⌒ギ∠ホ 

∠ゆ∠ゲ∠わ∇ホや ∇ユ⊥ヰ⊥ヤ∠ィ∠ぺ あヵ∠ほ⌒ら∠プ ∃ゑΑ⌒ギ∠ェ ⊥ロ∠ギ∇バ∠よ ∠ラヲ⊥レ⌒ョ∇ぽ⊥Αび   

(185. Do they not  look in the dominion of the heavens and the earth and all things that  Allah 
has created; and that  it  may be that  the end of their lives is near. In what  message after this 
will they then believe) Allah asks, those who denied faith, did they not  contemplate about  Our 
Ayat  in the kingdom of the heavens and earth and what  was created in them Do they not  
contemplate about  all this and learn lessons from it ,  so that  they are certain that  He Who has 
all this, has no equal or rival All this was made by He Who Alone deserves the worship and 
sincere religion, so that  they might  have faith in Him and believe in His Messenger, all the 
while turning to Allah's obedience, rej ect ing any rivals to Him, and rej ect ing idols. They should 
be warned that  their lifes may have reached their end, and they, thus, face their demise while 
disbelievers, ending up in Allah's torment  and severe punishment . Allah said,  

ぴあン∠ほ⌒ら∠プ ∃ゑΑ⌒ギ∠ェ ⊥ロ∠ギ∇バ∠よ ∠ラヲ⊥レ⌒ョ∇ぽ⊥Αび   

(In what  message after this will they then believe) Allah says, what  more warnings, and 
discouragements should compel them to believe, if  the warnings and threats that  Muhammad 
brought  them from Allah in His Book do not  compel them to do so Allah said next ,  



ぴリ∠ョ ⌒モ⌒ヤ∇ツ⊥Α ⊥ヮｚヤャや ∠Κ∠プ ∠ヵ⌒キゅ∠ワ ⊥ヮ∠ャ ∇ユ⊥ワ⊥ケ∠グ∠Α∠ヱ ヴ⌒プ 

∇ユ⌒ヰ⌒レ⇒∠Β∇ピ⊥デ ∠ラヲ⊥ヰ∠ヨ∇バ∠Αび   

(186. Whomsoever Allah sends ast ray, none can guide him; and He lets them wander blindly in 
their t ransgressions.) Allah says, those who were dest ined to be misguided, then none can lead 
them to guidance, and even if  they t ry their best  effort  to gain such guidance, this will not  
avail them,  

ぴリ∠ョ∠ヱ ⌒キ⌒ゲ⊥Α ⊥ヮｚヤャや ⊥ヮ∠わ∠レ∇わ⌒プ ∠ヤ∠プリ ∠マ⌒ヤ∇ヨ∠ゎ ⊥ヮ∠ャ ∠リ⌒ョ ⌒ヮｚヤャや ⇔ゅゃ∇Β∠セび  

(And whomsoever Allah wants to put  in Fitnah (error, because of his rej ect ing of Faith, or 
t rial),  you can do nothing for him against  Allah) � 5:41� , and,  

ぴ⌒モ⊥ホ ∇やヱ⊥ゲ⊥ヌルや や∠クゅ∠ョ ヴ⌒プ ⌒れ∠ヲ⇒∠ヨｚジャや ⌒チ∇ケｘΙや∠ヱ ゅ∠ョ∠ヱ 

∇ピ⊥ゎヴ⌒レ ⊥ろ⇒∠ΑΓや ⊥ケ⊥グぁレャや∠ヱ リ∠ハ ∃ュ∇ヲ∠ホ ｚΙ ∠ラヲ⊥レ⌒ョ∇ぽ⊥Αび   

(Say: "Behold all that  is in the heavens and the earth, '' but  neither Ayat  nor warners benefit  
those who believe not ) � 10:101� .  

ぴ∠マ∠ルヲ⊥ヤ∠⇒∇ジ∠Α ⌒リ∠ハ ⌒る∠ハゅｚジャや ∠ラゅｚΑ∠ぺ ゅ∠ヰ⇒∠シ∇ゲ⊥ョ ∇モ⊥ホ ゅ∠ヨｚル⌒ま 

⊥ヨ∇ヤ⌒ハゅ∠ヰ ∠ギ∇レ⌒ハ ヶあよ∠ケ ∠Ι ゅ∠ヰΒあヤ∠イ⊥Α べ∠ヰ⌒わ∇ホ∠ヲ⌒ャ ｚΙ⌒ま ∠ヲ⊥ワ ∇ろ∠ヤ⊥ボ∠を 

ヴ⌒プ ⌒れ∠ヲ⇒∠ヨｚジャや ⌒チ∇ケｘΙや∠ヱ ∠Ι ∇ユ⊥ムΒ⌒ゎ∇ほ∠ゎ ｚΙ⌒ま ⇔る∠わ∇ピ∠よ 

∠マ∠ルヲ⊥ヤ∠⇒∇ジ∠Α ∠マｚル∠ほ∠ミ ｘヴ⌒ヘ∠ェ ゅ∠ヰ∇レ∠ハ ∇モ⊥ホ ゅ∠ヨｚル⌒ま ゅ∠ヰ⊥ヨ∇ヤ⌒ハ ∠ギレ⌒ハ 

⌒ヮｚヤャや ｚリ⌒ム⇒∠ャ∠ヱ ∠ゲ∠ん∇ミ∠ぺ ⌒サゅｚレャや ∠Ι ∠ラヲ⊥ヨ∠ヤ∇バ∠Αび   

(187. They ask you about  the Hour (Day of Resurrect ion): "When will be its appointed t ime'' Say: 
"The knowledge thereof is with my Lord (Alone). None can reveal it s t ime but  He. Heavy is it s 
burden through the heavens and the earth. It  shall not  come upon you except  all of a sudden.'' 
They ask you as if  you have a good knowledge of  it .  Say: "The knowledge thereof is with Allah 
(Alone), but  most  of mankind know not . '')  

 



The Last Hour and its Portents 

Allah said here,  

ぴ∠マ∠ルヲ⊥ヤ∠⇒∇ジ∠Α ⌒リ∠ハ ⌒る∠ハゅｚジャやび  

(They ask you about  the Hour), j ust  as He said in another Ayah,  

ぴ∠マ⊥ヤ∠⇒∇ジ∠Α ⊥サゅｚレャや ⌒リ∠ハ ⌒る∠ハゅｚジャやび  

(People ask you concerning the Hour) � 33:63� . It  was said that  this Ayah was revealed about  
the Quraysh or the Jews, although it  appears that  it  was about  the Quraysh, because this Ayah 
was revealed in Makkah. The Quraysh used to ask about  the Last  Hour, because they used to 
deny it  and discount  its coming. For instance, Allah said in another Ayah,  

ぴ∠ラヲ⊥ャヲ⊥ボ∠Α∠ヱ ヴ∠わ∠ョ や∠グ⇒∠ワ ⊥ギ∇ハ∠ヲ∇ャや ラ⌒ま ∇ユ⊥わレ⊥ミ ∠リΒ⌒ホ⌒ギ⇒∠タび   

(And they say: "When will be this promise (the torment  or the Day of Resurrect ion), if  you 
speak the t ruth'') � 10:48� , and,  

ぴ⊥モ⌒イ∇バ∠わ∇ジ∠Α ゅ∠ヰ⌒よ ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや ∠Ι ∠ラヲ⊥レ⌒ョ∇ぽ⊥Α ゅ∠ヰ⌒よ ∠リΑ⌒グｚャや∠ヱ 

∇やヲ⊥レ∠ョや∠¬ ∠ラヲ⊥ボ⌒ヘ∇ゼ⊥ョ ゅ∠ヰ∇レ⌒ョ ∠ラヲ⊥ヨ∠ヤ∇バ∠Α∠ヱ ゅ∠ヰｚル∠ぺ ぁペ∠エ∇ャや ∠Ι∠ぺ ｚラ⌒ま 

∠リΑ⌒グｚャや ∠ラヱ⊥ケゅ∠ヨ⊥Α ヴ∠プ ⌒る∠ハゅｚジャや ヴ⌒ヘ∠ャ ∠モ⇒∠ヤ∠ッ ∃ギΒ⌒バ∠よび   

(Those who believe not  therein seek to hasten it ,  while those who believe are fearful of it , and 
know that  it  is the very t ruth. Verily, those who dispute concerning the Hour are certainly in 
error far away) � 42:18� . Allah said here (that  the Quraysh asked),  

ぴ∠ラゅｚΑ∠ぺ ゅ∠ヰ⇒∠シ∇ゲ⊥ョび  

("When will be its appointed t ime'') in reference to it s commencement , according to ` Ali bin 
Abi Talhah who reported this from Ibn ` Abbas. They asked about  the Hour's appointed term and 
when the end of this world will begin;  



ぴ∇モ⊥ホ ゅ∠ヨｚル⌒ま ゅ∠ヰ⊥ヨ∇ヤ⌒ハ ∠ギ∇レ⌒ハ ヶあよ∠ケ ∠Ι ゅ∠ヰΒあヤ∠イ⊥Α べ∠ヰ⌒わ∇ホ∠ヲ⌒ャ ｚΙ⌒ま 

∠ヲ⊥ワび  

(Say: "The knowledge thereof is with my Lord (Alone). None can reveal it s t ime but  He.'') Allah 
commanded His Messenger that  when asked about  the appointed term of the Last  Hour, he 
referred its knowledge to Allah, the Exalted. Only Allah knows the Last  Hour's appointed term 
and when it  will certainly occur, and none besides Him has this knowledge,  

ぴ∇ろ∠ヤ⊥ボ∠を ヴ⌒プ ⌒れ∠ヲ⇒∠ヨｚジャや ⌒チ∇ケｘΙや∠ヱび  

(Heavy is it s burden through the heavens and the earth) ` Abdur-Razzaq narrated that  Ma` mar 
said that  Qatadah commented on this Ayah,  

ぴ∇ろ∠ヤ⊥ボ∠を ヴ⌒プ ⌒れ∠ヲ⇒∠ヨｚジャや ⌒チ∇ケｘΙや∠ヱび  

(Heavy is its burden through the heavens and the earth) "Its knowledge is heavy on the 
residents of the heavens and earth, they do not  have knowledge in it . '' Also, Ma` mar said that  
Al-Hasan commented on this Ayah, "When the Last  Hour comes, it  will be heavy on the 
residents of the heavens and earth. '' Ad-Dahhak said that  Ibn ` Abbas explained this Ayah,  

ぴ∇ろ∠ヤ⊥ボ∠を ヴ⌒プ ⌒れ∠ヲ⇒∠ヨｚジャや ⌒チ∇ケｘΙや∠ヱび  

(Heavy is it s burden through the heavens and the earth, ) saying, "All creatures will suffer its 
heaviness on the Day of Resurrect ion.'' Ibn Jurayj  also said about  this Ayah,  

ぴ∇ろ∠ヤ⊥ボ∠を ヴ⌒プ ⌒れ∠ヲ⇒∠ヨｚジャや ⌒チ∇ケｘΙや∠ヱび  

(Heavy is it s burden through the heavens and the earth.) "When it  commences, the heavens will 
be torn, the stars will scat ter all over, the sun will be wound round (thus losing its light ), the 
mountains will be made to pass away and all of which Allah spoke of will occur. This is the 
meaning of its burden being heavy. '' As-Suddi said that ,  

ぴ∇ろ∠ヤ⊥ボ∠を ヴ⌒プ ⌒れ∠ヲ⇒∠ヨｚジャや ⌒チ∇ケｘΙや∠ヱび  

(Heavy is it s burden through the heavens and the earth) means, it s knowledge is hidden in the 
heavens and earth, and none, not  even a close angel or a sent  Messenger has knowledge of its 
appointed t ime.  



ぴ∠Ι ∇ユ⊥ムΒ⌒ゎ∇ほ∠ゎ ｚΙ⌒ま ⇔る∠わ∇ピ∠よび  

(It  shall not  come upon you except  all of a sudden) indicat ing that  the Hour will start  all of a 
sudden, while they are unaware. Qatadah said, "Allah has decided that ,  

ぴ∠Ι ∇ユ⊥ムΒ⌒ゎ∇ほ∠ゎ ｚΙ⌒ま ⇔る∠わ∇ピ∠よび  

(It  shall not  come upon you except  all of a sudden.) He then said, "We were informed that  
Allah's Prophet  said,  

»ｚラ⌒ま ∠る∠ハゅｚジャや ⊥アΒ⌒ヰ∠ゎ ⌒サゅｚレャゅ⌒よ∩ ⊥モ⊥ィｚゲャや∠ヱ ⊥ウ⌒ヤ∇ダ⊥Α 

⊥ヮ∠ッ∇ヲ∠ェ ⊥モ⊥ィｚゲャや∠ヱ ヶ⌒ボ∇ジ∠Α ∩⊥ヮ∠わ∠Β⌒セゅ∠ョ ⊥モ⊥ィｚゲャや∠ヱ ⊥ユ⌒ボ⊥Α 

⊥ヮ∠わ∠バ∇ヤ⌒シ ヶ⌒プ ⌒ベヲぁジャや ⊥ヂ⌒ヘ∇ガ∠Α∠ヱ ⊥ヮ∠ルや∠ゴΒ⌒ョ ヮ⊥バ∠プ∇ゲ∠Α∠ヱ«  

The Hour will start  (suddenly) for the people while one is mending his watering hole, giving 
water to his cat t le, set t ing his goods in the market  or lowering his scale and raising it  (selling 
and buying). ''' Al-Bukhari recorded that  Abu Hurayrah said that  the Messenger of Allah said,  

»ゅ∠ャ ⊥ュヲ⊥ボ∠ゎ ⊥る∠ハゅｚジャや ヴｚわ∠ェ ∠ノ⊥ヤ∇ト∠ゎ ⊥ザ∇ヨｚゼャや ∇リ⌒ョ 

∩ゅ∠ヰ⌒よ⌒ゲ∇ピ∠ョ ∠ク⌒み∠プ ∠バ∠ヤ∠デ∇ろ ゅ∠ワへ∠ゲ∠プ ⊥サゅｚレャや やヲ⊥レ∠ョへ ∩∠ラヲ⊥バ∠ヨ∇ィ∠ぺ 

∠マ⌒ャ∠グ∠プ ∠リΒ⌒ェ ゅ∠ャ ⊥ノ∠ヘ∇レ∠Α ゅ⇔ジ∇ヘ∠ル ゅ∠ヰ⊥ルゅ∠ヨΑ⌒ま ∇ユ∠ャ ∇リ⊥ム∠ゎ ∇ろ∠レ∠ョへ ∇リ⌒ョ 

⊥モ∇ら∠ホ ∇ヱ∠ぺ ∇ろ∠ら∠ジ∠ミ ヶ⌒プ ゅ∠ヰ⌒ルゅ∠ヨΑ⌒ま ∩や⇔ゲ∇Β∠カ ｚリ∠ョヲ⊥ボ∠わ∠ャ∠ヱ 

⊥る∠ハゅｚジャや ∇ギ∠ホ∠ヱ ∠ゲ∠ゼ∠ル ⌒ラゅ∠ヤ⊥ィｚゲャや ゅ∠ヨ⊥ヰ∠よ∇ヲ∠を ∩ゅ∠ヨ⊥ヰ∠レ∇Β∠よ ゅ∠ヤ∠プ 

∠バ∠Αゅ∠ら∠わ∠Α⌒ヮ⌒ルゅ ゅ∠ャ∠ヱ ⌒ヮ⌒ルゅ∠Α⌒ヲ∇ト∠Α .ｚリ∠ョヲ⊥ボ∠わ∠ャ∠ヱ ⊥る∠ハゅｚジャや ⌒ギ∠ホ∠ヱ 

∠フ∠ゲ∠ダ∇ルや ⊥モ⊥ィｚゲャや ⌒リ∠ら∠ヤ⌒よ ⌒ヮ⌒わ∠エ∇ボ⌒ャ ゅ∠ヤ∠プ ∩⊥ヮ⊥ヨ∠バ∇ト∠Α ｚリ∠ョヲ⊥ボ∠わ∠ャ∠ヱ 

⊥る∠ハゅｚジャや ヲ⊥ワ∠ヱ ⊥テΒ⌒ヤ∠Α ⊥ヮ∠ッ∇ヲ∠ェ ゅ∠ヤ∠プ ヶ⌒ボ∇ジ∠Α ∩⌒ヮΒ⌒プ 



ｚリ∠ョヲ⊥ボ∠わ∠ャ∠ヱ ⊥る∠ハゅｚジャや ⊥モ⊥ィｚゲャや∠ヱ ∇ギ∠ホ ∠ノ∠プ∠ケ ⊥ヮ∠わ∠ヤ∇ミ∠ぺ ヴ∠ャ⌒ま ⌒プ⌒ヮΒ 

ゅ∠ヤ∠プ ゅ∠ヰ⊥ヨ∠バ∇ト∠Α«  

(The Hour will not  commence unt il the sun rises from the west . When it  rises (from the west ) 
and the people see it ,  then, all people will believe. However, this is when faith does not  
benefit  a soul that  did not  believe beforehand nor earned good in faith. The Hour will (all of a 
sudden) commence while two men have spread a garment  between them, and they will neither 
have t ime to conclude the t ransact ion nor to fold the garment . The Hour will commence after 
a man milked his animal, but  he will not  have t ime to drink it .  The Hour will start  when a man 
is making his watering hole (for his animals), but  will not  have t ime to make use of the pool. 
And the Hour will commence while a man has raised his hand with a bite to his mouth, but  will 
not  eat  it .) Al-` Awfi said that  Ibn ` Abbas commented on the Ayah,  

ぴ∠マ∠ルヲ⊥ヤ∠⇒∇ジ∠Α ∠マｚル∠ほ∠ミ ｘヴ⌒ヘ∠ェ ゅ∠ヰ∇レ∠ハび  

(They ask you as if  you have good knowledge of it .) "As if  you have good relat ions and 
friendship with them!'' Ibn ` Abbas said, "When the people (pagans of Quraysh) asked the 
Prophet  about  the Last  Hour, they did so in a way as if  Muhammad was their friend! Allah 
revealed to him that  it s knowledge is with Him Alone and He did not  inform a close angel or 
Messenger of it . '' The correct  explanat ion for this Ayah is, as narrated from Muj ahid, through 
Ibn Abi Naj ih,  

ぴ∠マ∠ルヲ⊥ヤ∠⇒∇ジ∠Α ∠マｚル∠ほ∠ミ ｘヴ⌒ヘ∠ェ ゅ∠ヰ∇レ∠ハび  

(They ask you as if  you have Hafi of it .) means, ` as if  you had asked about  its t ime and so its 
knowledge is with you.' Allah said,  

ぴ∇モ⊥ホ ∠ヨｚル⌒まゅ ゅ∠ヰ⊥ヨ∇ヤ⌒ハ ∠ギレ⌒ハ ⌒ヮｚヤャや ｚリ⌒ム⇒∠ャ∠ヱ ∠ゲ∠ん∇ミ∠ぺ ⌒サゅｚレャや ∠Ι 
∠ラヲ⊥ヨ∠ヤ∇バ∠Αび  

(Say: "The knowledge thereof is with Allah (Alone), but  most  of mankind know not . '') When 
Jibril came in the shape of a bedouin man to teach the people mat ters of their religion, he sat  
next  to the Messenger of Allah asking him as if  to learn. Jibril asked the Messenger about  Islam, 
then about  Iman (faith) then about  Ihsan (Excellence in the religion). He asked next , "When will 
the Hour start '' Allah's Messenger said,  

»ゅ∠ョ ヱ⊥ぽ∇ジ∠ヨ∇ャや⊥メ ゅ∠ヰ∇レ∠ハ ∠ユ∠ヤ∇ハ∠ほ⌒よ ∠リ⌒ョ モ⌒もゅｚジャや«  



(He who is asked about  it  has no more knowledge of it  than the quest ioner.) Therefore, the 
Prophet  was saying, ` I have no more knowledge in it  than you (O Jibril),  nor does anyone have 
more knowledge in it  than anyone else. ' The Prophet  then recited the Ayah,  

ぴｚラ⌒ま ∠ヮｚヤャや ⊥ロ∠ギレ⌒ハ ⊥ユ∇ヤ⌒ハ ⌒る∠ハゅｚジャやび  

(Verily, Allah, with Him (Alone) is the knowledge of the Hour.) � 31:34�  In another narrat ion, 
Jibril asked the Prophet  about  the portents of the Hour, and the Prophet  ment ioned them. The 
Prophet  also said in this narrat ion,  

»ヶ⌒プ ∃ザ∇ヨ∠カ ゅ∠ャ ｚリ⊥ヰ⊥ヨ∠ヤ∇バ∠Α ゅｚャ⌒ま ぶや«  

(Five, their knowledge is only with Allah) then recited this Ayah (31:34). In response to the 
Prophet 's answers after each quest ion, Jibril would say, "You have said the t ruth. '' This made 
the Companions wonder about  this quest ioner who would ask a quest ion and at test  to every 
answer he was given. When Jibril went  away, the Messenger of Allah said to the Companions,  

»や∠グ∠ワ ⊥モΑ⌒ゲ∇ら⌒ィ ∇ユ⊥ミゅ∠ゎ∠ぺ ∇ユ⊥ム⊥ヨあヤ∠バ⊥Α ⌒キユ⊥ム∠レΑ«  

(This is Jibril,  he came to teach you mat ters of your religion.) In yet  another narrat ion, the 
Prophet  commented,  

»ゅ∠ョ∠ヱ ヶ⌒ルゅ∠ゎ∠ぺ ヶ⌒プ ∃り∠ケヲ⊥タ ゅｚャ⌒ま ⊥ヮ⊥わ∇プ∠ゲ∠ハ ゅ∠ヰΒ⌒プ ゅｚャ⌒ま 

⊥ヮ⊥ゎ∠ケヲ⊥タ ロ⌒グ∠ワ«  

(I recognized him (Jibril) in every shape he came to me in, except  this one.) Muslim recorded 
that  ` Aishah, may Allah be pleased with her, said; "When the bedouins used to come to the 
Prophet  ,  they used to ask him about  the Hour. The Prophet  would answer them, while point ing 
at  the youngest  person among them,  

»∇ラ⌒ま ∇ズ⌒バ∠Α や∠グ∠ワ ∇ユ∠ャ ⊥ヮ∇ミ⌒ケ∇ギ⊥Α ⊥ュ∠ゲ∠ヰ∇ャや ヴｚわ∠ェ ∇ろ∠ョゅ∠ホ ∇ユ⊥ム∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ 

ユ⊥ム⊥わ∠ハゅ∠シ«  

(If  this (young man) lives, he will not  become old before your Hour starts.) The Prophet  meant  
the end of their life that  int roduces them to the life in Barzakh, which is between this life and 
the Hereafter. Muslim recorded that  Anas said that  a man asked Allah's Messenger about  the 
Hour, and the Messenger answered,  



»∇ラ⌒ま ∇ズ⌒バ∠Α や∠グ∠ワ ⊥ュゅ∠ヤ⊥ピ∇ャや ヴ∠ジ∠バ∠プ ∇ラ∠ぺ ゅ∠ャ ⊥ヮ∠ミ⌒ケ∇ギ⊥Α ⊥ュ∠ゲ∠ヰ∇ャや 

ヴｚわ∠ェ ∠ュヲ⊥ボ∠ゎ る∠ハゅｚジャや«  

(If  this young boy lives, it  might  be that  he will not  become old before the Hour starts.) Only 
Muslim collected this Hadith. Jabir bin ` Abdullah said, "I heard the Messenger of Allah saying, 
one month before he died,  

»ヶ⌒ルヲ⊥ャ∠ほ∇ジ∠ゎ ⌒リ∠ハ ∩⌒る∠ハゅｚジャや ゅ∠ヨｚル⌒ま∠ヱ ⊥ヨ∇ヤ⌒ハゅ∠ヰ ∠ギ∇レ⌒ハ ∩⌒ぶや 

⊥ユ⌒ジ∇ホ⊥ぺ∠ヱ ⌒ぶゅ⌒よ ゅ∠ョ ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ ⌒ゲ∇ヰ∠ニ ⌒チ∇ケ∠ほ∇ャや ∠ュ∇ヲ∠Β∇ャや ∇リ⌒ョ ∃ザ∇ヘ∠ル 

∃る∠シヲ⊥ヘ∇レ∠ョ ヶ⌒ゎ∇ほ∠ゎ ゅ∠ヰ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ ⊥る∠もゅ⌒ョ る∠レ∠シ«  

(You keep asking me about  the Hour, when its knowledge is with Allah. I swear by Allah that  
there is no living soul on the face of the earth now will be alive a hundred years from now.) 
Muslim collected this Hadith. A similar Hadith is recorded in Two Sahihs from Ibn ` Umar, but  he 
commented, "The Messenger of Allah meant  that  his generat ion will be f inished by that  t ime 
reach its appointed term.'' Imam Ahmad recorded that  Ibn Mas̀ ud said that  the Prophet  said,  

»⊥ろΒ⌒ボ∠ャ ∠る∠ヤ∇Β∠ャ ∠ヵ⌒ゲ∇シ⊥ぺ ヶ⌒よ ∠ユΒ⌒ワや∠ゲ∇よ⌒ま ヴ∠シヲ⊥ョ∠ヱ ∩ヴ∠ジΒ⌒ハ∠ヱ 

やヱ⊥ゲ∠ミや∠グ∠わ∠プ ∠ゲ∇ョ∠ぺ ⌒る∠ハゅｚジャや ∠メゅ∠ホ や∇ヱぁキ∠ゲ∠プ ∇ユ⊥ワ∠ゲ∇ョ∠ぺ ヴ∠ャ⌒ま 

∠ユΒ⌒ワや∠ゲ∇よ⌒ま ⌒ヮΒ∠ヤ∠ハ ∩⊥ュゅ∠ヤｚジャや ∠メゅ∠ボ∠プ :ゅ∠ャ ∠ユ∇ヤ⌒ハ ヶ⌒ャ ∩ゅ∠ヰ⌒よ やヱぁキ∠ゲ∠プ 

∇ユ⊥ワ∠ゲ∇ョ∠ぺ ヴ∠ャ⌒ま ヴ∠シヲ⊥ョ ∠メゅ∠ボ∠プ :ゅ∠ャ ∠ユ∇ヤ⌒ハ ヶ⌒ャ ∩ゅ∠ヰ⌒よ やヱぁキ∠ゲ∠プ 

∇ユ⊥ワ∠ゲ∇ョ∠ぺ ヴ∠ャ⌒ま ヴ∠ジΒ⌒ハ ∠メゅ∠ボ∠プ ヴ∠ジΒ⌒ハ :ゅｚョ∠ぺ ゅ∠ヰ⊥わ∠ら∇ィ∠ヱ ゅ∠ヤ∠プ 

⊥ユ∠ヤ∇バ∠Α ゅ∠ヰ⌒よ ∀ギ∠ェ∠ぺ ゅｚャ⌒ま ⊥ぶや ｚゴ∠ハ ∩ｚモ∠ィ∠ヱ ゅ∠ヨΒ⌒プ∠ヱ ∠ギ⌒ヰ∠ハ ｚヶ∠ャ⌒ま 

ヶあよ∠ケ ｚゴ∠ハ ｚモ∠ィ∠ヱ ｚラ∠ぺ ∠メゅｚィｚギャや ∀ァ⌒ケゅ∠カ ∠メゅ∠ホ ヶ⌒バ∠ョ∠ヱ 

∩⌒ラゅ∠らΒ⌒ツ∠ホ や∠ク⌒み∠プ ヶ⌒ルへ∠ケ ∠ゆや∠ク ゅ∠ヨ∠ミ ⊥ゆヱ⊥グ∠Α ∩⊥ソゅ∠タｚゲャや 

∠メゅ∠ホ :⊥ヮ⊥ム⌒ヤ∇ヰ⊥Β∠プ ⊥ぶや ｚゴ∠ハ ｚモ∠ィ∠ヱ や∠ク⌒ま ヶ⌒ルへ∠ケ ヴｚわ∠ェ ｚラ⌒ま 



∠ゲ∠イｚゼャや ∠ゲ∠イ∠エ∇ャや∠ヱ ⊥メヲ⊥ボ∠Α :ゅ∠Α ⊥ユ⌒ヤ∇ジ⊥ョ ｚラ⌒ま ヶ⌒わ∇エ∠ゎ や⇔ゲ⌒プゅ∠ミ 

∠メゅ∠バ∠わ∠プ ⊥ヮ∇ヤ⊥わ∇ホゅ∠プ∩ ∠メゅ∠ホ :⊥ユ⊥ヰ⊥ム⌒ヤ∇ヰ⊥Β∠プ ⊥ぶや ｚゴ∠ハ ｚモ∠ィ∠ヱ ｚユ⊥を 

⊥ノ⌒ィ∇ゲ∠Α ⊥サゅｚレャや ヴ∠ャ⌒ま ∇ユ⌒ワ⌒キゅ∠ヤ⌒よ ∠メゅ∠ホ∩∇ユ⌒ヰ⌒ルゅ∠デ∇ヱ∠ぺ∠ヱ :∠ギ∇レ⌒バ∠プ 

∠マ⌒ャ∠ク ⊥ァ⊥ゲ∇ガ∠Α ⊥ァヲ⊥ィ∇ほ∠Α ⊥ァヲ⊥ィ∇ほ∠ョ∠ヱ ∇ユ⊥ワ∠ヱ ∇リ⌒ョ あモ⊥ミ ∃ゆ∠ギ∠ェ 

∩∠ラヲ⊥ヤ⌒ジ∇レ∠Α ∠ラヱ⊥ほ∠ト∠Β∠プ ∇ユ⊥ワ∠キゅ∠ヤ⌒よ ゅ∠ャ ラヲ⊥ゎ∇ほ∠Α ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ ∃¬∇ヶ∠セ ゅｚャ⌒ま 

∠ヤ∇ワ∠ぺ⊥ロヲ⊥ム ゅ∠ャ∠ヱ ∠ラヱぁゲ⊥ヨ∠Α ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ ∃¬ゅ∠ョ ゅｚャ⌒ま ロヲ⊥よ⌒ゲ∠セ :∠メゅ∠ホ :ｚユ⊥を 

⊥ノ⌒ィ∇ゲ∠Α ⊥サゅｚレャや ｚヶャ⌒ま ∇ユ⊥ヰ∠ルヲ⊥ム∇ゼ∠Β∠プ ヲ⊥ハ∇キ∠ほ∠プ ∠ぶや ｚゴ∠ハ ｚモ∠ィ∠ヱ 

∇ユ⌒ヰ∇Β∠ヤ∠ハ ∇ユ⊥ヰ⊥ム⌒ヤ∇ヰ⊥Β∠プ ∇ユ⊥ヰ⊥わΒ⌒ヨ⊥Α∠ヱ ヴｚわ∠ェ ン∠ヲ∇イ∠ゎ ⊥チ∇ケ∠ほ∇ャや ∇リ⌒ョ 

⌒リ∇わ∠ル ∇ユ⌒ヰ⌒エΑ⌒ケ ∇ヵ∠ぺ ∩⊥リ⌒わ∇レ⊥ゎ ∠メゅ∠ホ :⊥メ⌒ゴ∇レ⊥Β∠プ ⊥ぶや ｚゴ∠ハ ｚモ∠ィ∠ヱ 

∠ゲ∠ト∠ヨ∇ャや ⊥フ⌒ゲ∠わ∇イ∠Β∠プ ∇ユ⊥ワ∠キゅ∠ジ∇ィ∠ぺ ヴｚわ∠ェ ∇ユ⊥ヰ∠プ⌒グ∇ボ∠Α ヶ⌒プ 

⌒ゲ∇エ∠ら∇ャや .メゅホ ギΑゴΑ リよ ラヱケゅワ :ｚユ⊥を ⊥ブ∠ジ∇レ⊥ゎ ⊥メゅ∠ら⌒イ∇ャや 

ぁギ∠ヨ⊥ゎ∠ヱ ⊥チ∇ケ∠ほ∇ャや ｚギ∠ョ ∩⌒ユΑ⌒キ∠ほ∇ャや ｚユ⊥を ∠ノ∠ィ∠ケ ヴ∠ャ⌒ま ⌒ゑΑ⌒ギ∠ェ 

∩∃ユ∇Β∠ゼ⊥ワ ∠メゅ∠ホ :ゅ∠ヨΒ⌒ヘ∠プ ∠ギ⌒ヰ∠ハ ｚヶ∠ャ⌒ま ヶあよ∠ケ ｚゴ∠ハ ｚモ∠ィ∠ヱ ｚラ∠ぺ 

∠マ⌒ャ∠ク や∠ク⌒ま ∠ラゅ∠ミ ∩∠マ⌒ャ∠グ∠ミ ｚラ⌒み∠プ ∠る∠ハゅｚジャや ⌒モ⌒ョゅ∠エ∇ャゅ∠ミ あユ⌒わ⊥ヨャや ゅ∠ャ 

ヵ⌒ケ∇ギ∠Α ゅ∠ヰ⊥ヤ∇ワ∠ぺ ヴ∠わ∠ョ ∇ユ⊥ヰ⊥ゃ⌒ィゅ∠ヘ⊥ゎ ゅ∠ヰ⌒ゎ∠キゅ∠ャ∠ヲ⌒よ ゅ⇔ヤ∇Β∠ャ ∇ヱ∠ぺ や⇔ケゅ∠ヰ∠ル«  

(During the night  of Isra',  I met  Ibrahim, Musa and ` Isa. They ment ioned the mat ter of the Last  
Hour, and they asked Ibrahim about  it , who said, ` I do not  have knowledge of it . ' They asked 
Musa about  it  and he said, ` I have no knowledge of it . ' They then asked ` Isa about  it ,  and he 
said, ` As for when it  will occur, only Allah, the Exalted and Most  Honored, knows that . My Lord 
has conveyed to me that  the Daj j al (False Messiah) will appear, and I will have two staffs 
(spears) with me. When he sees me, he will dissolve j ust  as lead is dissolved. Allah will dest roy 
him when he sees me, and the t ree and the stone will say, ` O Muslim! There is a disbeliever 
under (behind) me, so come and kill him.' Allah will dest roy them (the Daj j al and his army), 
and the people will safely go back to their lands and areas. Thereafter, Gog and Magog will 
appear, and they will be swarming from every mound, sweeping over the earth and dest roying 



everything they pass by. They will drink every water source they pass. The people will come to 
me complaining about  Gog and Magog and will invoke Allah, the Exalted and Most  Honored, 
against  them, and Allah will bring death to all of them unt il the earth rots with their st inking 
odor. Allah will send down rain on them and the rain will carry their corpses, unt il it  throws 
them in the sea...  My Lord, the Exalted and Most  Honored has conveyed to me that  when this 
occurs, the Hour will be j ust  like the pregnant  women when the term of pregnancy is full, her 
family does not  know when she will surprise them and give birth, whether by night  or by day.) 
Ibn Maj ah also collected a similar Hadith Therefore these are the greatest  of the Messengers 
but  they did not  have knowledge of the appointed term of the Hour. They asked ` Isa about  it  
and he spoke about  its Signs, since he will descend in the last  generat ions of this Ummah, 
implement ing the Law of Allah's Messenger , kill ing the Daj j al and dest roying Gog and Magog 
people by the blessing of his supplicat ion. ` Isa merely informed them of the knowledge Allah 
gave him on this subj ect . Imam Ahmad recorded that  Hudhayfah said, "The Messenger of Allah 
was asked about  the Hour and he said,  

»ゅ∠ヰ⊥ヨ∇ヤ⌒ハ ∠ギ∇レ⌒ハ ヶあよ∠ケ ｚゴ∠ハ ｚモ∠ィ∠ヱ ゅ∠ャ ゅ∠ヰΒあヤ∠イ⊥Α ゅ∠ヰ⌒わ∇ホ∠ヲ⌒ャ ゅｚャ⌒ま 

∩∠ヲ⊥ワ ∇リ⌒ム∠ャ∠ヱ ∇ユ⊥ミ⊥ゲ⌒ら∇カ⊥ほ∠シ ゅ∠ヰ⌒トΑ⌒ケゅ∠ゼ∠ヨ⌒よ ゅ∠ョ∠ヱ ⊥ラヲ⊥ム∠Α ∠リ∇Β∠よ 

∩ゅ∠ヰ∇Α∠ギ∠Α ｚラ⌒ま ∠リ∇Β∠よ ゅ∠ヰ∇Α∠ギ∠Α ⇔る∠レ∇わ⌒プ ゅ⇔ィ∠ゲ∠ワ∠ヱ«  

(It s knowledge is with my Lord, the Exalted and Most  Honored, none can reveal it s t ime except  
Him. However, I will tell you about  it s portents and the signs that  precede it .  Before it  
commences, there will be Fitnah (t rials) and Harj .) They asked, ` O Allah's Messenger! We know 
the meaning of the Fitnah, so what  is the Harj ' He said,  

»⌒ラゅ∠ジ⌒ヤ⌒よ ⌒る∠ゼ∠ら∠エ∇ャや モ∇わ∠ボ∇ャや«  

(It  means killing, in the Language of the Ethiopians. ) He then said,  

»ヴ∠ボ∇ヤ⊥Α∠ヱ ∠リ∇Β∠よ ⌒サゅｚレャや ∩⊥ゲ⊥ミゅ∠レｚわャや ゅ∠ヤ∠プ ⊥キゅ∠ム∠Α ∀ギ∠ェ∠ぺ ⊥フ⌒ゲ∇バ∠Α 

や⇔ギ∠ェ∠ぺ«  

(Isolat ion and loneliness will be common between people, and therefore, almost  no one will be 
able to recognize any other.)'' None among the collectors of the six Sunan collected this Hadith 
using this chain of narrat ion. Tariq bin Shihab said that  the Messenger of Allah kept  ment ioning 
the Last  Hour � for people kept  asking about  it � ,  unt il this Ayah was revealed,  

ぴ∠マ∠ルヲ⊥ヤ∠⇒∇ジ∠Α ⌒リ∠ハ ⌒る∠ハゅｚジャや ∠ラゅｚΑ∠ぺ ゅ∠ヰ⇒∠シ∇ゲ⊥ョび  

(They ask you about  the Hour (Day of Resurrect ion): "When will be its appointed t ime'').  An-
Nasa'i collected this Hadith, which has a st rong chain. Therefore, this unlet tered Prophet  , the 



chief of the Messengers and their Seal, Muhammad, may Allah's peace and blessings be on him, 
Muhammad, the Prophet  of mercy, repentance, Al-Malhmah (great  demise of the disbelievers), 
Al-` Aqib (who came after many Prophets), Al-Muqaff i (the last  of a succession) and Al-Hashir 
(below whom will all people be gathered � on the Day of Gathering� ) Muhammad who said, as 
collected in the Sahih from Anas and Sahl bin Sa` d,  

»⊥ろ∇ん⌒バ⊥よ ゅ∠ル∠ぺ ∠る∠ハゅｚジャや∠ヱ リ∇Β∠ゎゅ∠ヰ∠ミ«  

(My sending and the Hour are like this,) and he j oined his index and middle f ingers. Yet , he was 
commanded to defer knowledge of the Last  Hour to Allah if  he was asked about  it ,   

ぴ∇モ⊥ホ ゅ∠ヨｚル⌒ま ゅ∠ヰ⊥ヨ∇ヤ⌒ハ ∠ギレ⌒ハ ｚヤャや⌒ヮ ｚリ⌒ム⇒∠ャ∠ヱ ∠ゲ∠ん∇ミ∠ぺ ⌒サゅｚレャや ∠Ι 
∠ラヲ⊥ヨ∠ヤ∇バ∠Αび  

(Say: "The knowledge thereof is with Allah (alone), but  most  of mankind know not . '')  

ぴモ⊥ホ ∠Ι ⊥マ⌒ヤ∇ョ∠ぺ ヴ⌒ジ∇ヘ∠レ⌒ャ ゅ⇔バ∇ヘ∠ル ∠Ι∠ヱ や６ゲ∠ッ ｚΙ⌒ま ゅ∠ョ ∠¬べ∠セ 

⊥ヮｚヤャや ∇ヲ∠ャ∠ヱ ⊥ろレ⊥ミ ⊥ユ∠ヤ∇ハ∠ぺ ∠ょ∇Β∠ピ∇ャや ⊥れ∇ゲ∠ん∇ム∠わ∇シ∠Ι ∠リ⌒ョ ⌒ゲ∇Β∠ガ∇ャや 

ゅ∠ョ∠ヱ ∠ヴ⌒レｚジ∠ョ ⊥¬ヲぁジャや ∇ラ⌒ま ∇ゅ∠ル∠ぺ ｚΙ⌒ま ∀ゲΑ⌒グ∠ル ∀ゲΒ⌒ゼ∠よ∠ヱ ∃ュ∇ヲ∠ボあャ 

∠ラヲ⊥レ⌒ョ∇ぽ⊥Αび   

(188. Say : "I possess no power over benefit  or harm to myself  except  as Allah wills. If  I had the 
knowledge of the Ghayb (Unseen), I should have secured for myself  an abundance of wealth, 
and no evil should have touched me. I am but  a warner, and a bringer of glad t idings unto 
people who believe. '')  

 

The Messenger does not know the Unseen, and He cannot bring 
Benefit or Harm even to Himself 

Allah commanded His Prophet  to ent rust  all mat ters to Him and to inform, about  himself ,  that  
he does not  know the unseen future, but  he knows of it  only what  Allah informs him. Allah said 
in another Ayah,  

ぴ⊥ユ⌒ヤ⇒∠ハ ⌒ょ∇Β∠ピ∇ャや ∠Κ∠プ ⊥ゲ⌒ヰ∇ヌ⊥Α ヴ∠ヤ∠ハ ⌒ヮ⌒ら∇Β∠ビ ⇔やギ∠ェ∠ぺび   



((He Alone is) the All-Knower of the Ghayb (Unseen), and He reveals to none His Ghayb.) 
� 72:26�  Ad-Dahhak reported that  Ibn ` Abbas said that ,  

ぴ∇ヲ∠ャ∠ヱ ⊥ろレ⊥ミ ⊥ユ∠ヤ∇ハ∠ぺ ∠ょ∇Β∠ピ∇ャや ⊥れ∇ゲ∠ん∇ム∠わ∇シ∠Ι ∠リ⌒ョ ⌒ゲ∇Β∠ガ∇ャやび  

(If  I had the knowledge of the Ghayb (Unseen), I should have secured for myself  an abundance 
of wealth.) refers to money. In another narrat ion, Ibn ` Abbas commented, "I would have 
knowledge of how much profit  I would make with what  I buy, and I would always sell what  I 
would make profit  f rom,  

ぴゅ∠ョ∠ヱ ｚジ∠ョ∠ヴ⌒レ ⊥¬ヲぁジャやび  

("and no evil should have touched me.'') and poverty would never touch me.'' Ibn Jarir said, 
"And others said, ` This means that  if  I know the Unseen then I would prepare for the years of 
famine during the prosperous years, and in the t ime of high cost , I would have prepared for it . ''' 
` Abdur-Rahman bin Zayd bin Aslam also commented on this Ayah;  

ぴゅ∠ョ∠ヱ ∠ヴ⌒レｚジ∠ョ ⊥¬ヲぁジャやび  

("and no evil should have touched me. ''),  "I would have avoided and saved myself  from any 
type of harm before it  comes.'' Allah then stated that  the Prophet  is a warner and bearer of 
good news. He warns against  the torment  and brings good news of Paradise for the believers,  

ぴゅ∠ヨｚル⌒み∠プ ⊥ヮ⇒∠ル∇ゲｚジ∠Α ∠マ⌒ルゅ∠ジ∠ヤ⌒よ ∠ゲあゼ∠ら⊥わ⌒ャ ⌒ヮ⌒よ ∠リΒ⌒ボｚわ⊥ヨ∇ャや ∠ケ⌒グ∇レ⊥ゎ∠ヱ ⌒ヮ⌒よ 

⇔ゅョ∇ヲ∠ホ ∂ギぁャ⇔やび   

(So We have made this (the Qur'an) easy on your tongue, only that  you may give glad t idings to 
the pious, and warn with it  the most  quarrelsome of people.) � 19:97�   

ぴ∠ヲ⊥ワ ン⌒グｚャや ∇ユ⊥ム∠ボ∠ヤ∠カ リあョ ∃ザ∇ヘｚル ∃り∠ギ⌒ェ∠ヱ ∠モ∠バ∠ィ∠ヱ ゅ∠ヰ∇レ⌒ョ 

ゅ∠ヰ∠ィ∇ヱ∠コ ∠リ⊥ム∇ジ∠Β⌒ャ ゅ∠ヰ∇Β∠ャ⌒ま ゅｚヨ∠ヤ∠プ ゅ∠ワゅｚゼ∠ピ∠ゎ ∇ろ∠ヤ∠ヨ∠ェ ⇔Κ∇ヨ∠ェ 

ゅ⇔ヘΒ⌒ヘ∠カ ∇れｚゲ∠ヨ∠プ ⌒ヮ⌒よ べｚヨ∠ヤ∠プ ろ∠ヤ∠ボ∇を∠ぺ や∠ヲ∠ハｚキ ∠ヮｚヤャや ゅ∠ヨ⊥ヰｚよ∠ケ ∇リ⌒ゃ∠ャ 

ゅ∠レ∠わ∇Β∠ゎや∠¬ ⇔ゅエ⌒ヤ⇒∠タ ｚリ∠ルヲ⊥ム∠レｚャ ∠リ⌒ョ ∠リΑ⌒ゲ⌒ム⇒ｚゼャやび   



べｚヨ∠ヤ∠プ ゅ∠ヨ⊥ヰ⇒∠ゎや¬ ⇔ゅエ⌒ヤ⇒∠タ ∠Κ∠バ∠ィ ⊥ヮ∠ャ ¬べ∠ミ∠ゲ⊥セ べ∠ヨΒ⌒プ ゅ∠ヨ⊥ヰ⇒∠ゎや¬ 

∠プヴ∠ヤ⇒∠バ∠わ ⊥ヮｚヤャや ゅｚヨ∠ハ ∠ラヲ⊥ミ⌒ゲ∇ゼ⊥Α-び  

(189. It  is He Who has created you from a single person, and (then) He has created from him his 
wife, in order that  he might  enj oy the pleasure of  living with her. When he covered � had sexual 
relat ion with�  her, she became pregnant  and she carried it  about  (light ly). Then when it  
became heavy, they both invoked Allah, their Lord (saying): "If  You give us a Salih (good in 
every aspect ) child, we shall indeed be among the grateful. '') (190. But  when He gave them a 
Salih child, they ascribed partners to Him (Allah) in that  which He has given to them. High be 
Allah, Exalted above all that  they ascribe as partners to Him.)  

 

All Mankind are the Offspring of Adam 

Allah states that  He has created all mankind from Adam, peace be upon him, and from Adam, 
He created his wife, Hawwa' and from them, people started to spread. Allah said in another 
Ayah,  

ぴゅ∠ヰぁΑ∠ほΑ ⊥サゅｚレャや ゅｚル⌒ま ユ⊥ム⇒∠レ∇ボ∠ヤ∠カ リあョ ∃ゲ∠ミ∠ク ヴ∠ん∇ル⊥ぺ∠ヱ 

∇ユ⊥ム⇒∠レ∇ヤ∠バ∠ィ∠ヱ ⇔ゅよヲ⊥バ⊥セ ∠モ⌒もべ∠ら∠ホ∠ヱ ∇やヲ⊥プ∠ゲ⇒∠バ∠わ⌒ャ ｚラ⌒ま ∇ユ⊥ム∠ョ∠ゲ∇ミ∠ぺ 

∠ギレ∠ハ ⌒ヮｚヤャや ∇ユ⊥ム⇒∠ボ∇ゎ∠ぺび  

(O mankind! We have created you from a male and a female, and made you into nat ions and 
t ribes, that  you may know one another. Verily, the most  honorable of you with Allah is that  
(believer) who has Taqwa) � 49:13� , and,  

ぴ∠ほ⇒∠Αゅ∠ヰぁΑ ⊥サゅｚレャや ∇やヲ⊥ボｚゎや ⊥ユ⊥ムｚよ∠ケ ン⌒グｚャや ∇ユ⊥ム∠ボ∠ヤ∠カ リあョ ∃ザ∇ヘｚル 

∃り∠ギ⌒ェ∠ヱ ∠ペ∠ヤ∠カ∠ヱ ゅ∠ヰ∇レ⌒ョ ゅ∠ヰ∠ィ∇ヱ∠コび  

(O mankind! Have Taqwa of your Lord, Who created you from a single person, and from him He 
created his wife.)� 4:1�  In this honorable Ayah, Allah said;  

ぴ∠モ∠バ∠ィ∠ヱ ゅ∠ヰ∇レ⌒ョ ゅ∠ヰ∠ィ∇ヱ∠コ ∠リ⊥ム∇ジ∠Β⌒ャ ゅ∠ヰ∇Β∠ャ⌒まび  

(And (then) He has created from him his wife, in order that  he might  enj oy the pleasure of 
living with her.) so that  he is int imate and compassionate with her. Allah said in another Ayah,  



ぴ∇リ⌒ョ∠ヱ ⇒∠Αや¬⌒ヮ⌒わ ∇ラ∠ぺ ∠ペ∠ヤ∠カ ユ⊥ム∠ャ ∇リあョ ∇ユ⊥ム⌒ジ⊥ヘル∠ぺ ⇔ゅィ∠ヱ∇コ∠ぺ 

∇やヲ⊥レ⊥ム∇ジ∠わあャ ゅ∠ヰ∇Β∠ャ⌒ま ∠モ∠バ∠ィ∠ヱ ユ⊥ム∠レ∇Β∠よ ⇔りｚキ∠ヲｚョ ⇔る∠ヨ∇ェ∠ケ∠ヱび  

(And among His Signs is this, that  He created for you wives (spouses) from among yourselves, 
that  you may f ind repose in them, and He has put  between you affect ion and mercy.) � 30:21�  
Indeed, there is no int imacy between two souls like that  between the spouses. This is why Allah 
ment ioned that  the sorcerer might  be able with his t rick to separate between a man and his 
wife � thus indicat ing the dif f iculty of separat ing them in normal circumstances� . Allah said 
next ,  

ぴゅｚヨ∠ヤ∠プ ゅ∠ワゅｚゼ∠ピ∠ゎび  

(When he covered her) meaning had sexual intercourses with her.  

ぴ∇ろ∠ヤ∠ヨ∠ェ ⇔Κ∇ヨ∠ェ ゅ⇔ヘΒ⌒ヘ∠カび  

(she became pregnant  and she carried it  about  light ly) in reference to the f irst  stage of 
pregnancy when the woman does not  feel pain, for at  that  t ime, the fetus will be j ust  a Nut fah 
(the mixture of the male and female discharge), then becomes an ` Alaqah (a piece of thick 
coagulated blood) and then a Mudghah (a small lump of f lesh). Allah said next ,  

ぴ∇れｚゲ∠ヨ∠プ ⌒ヮ⌒よび  

(and she carried it  about ), she cont inued the pregnancy, according to Muj ahid. It  was reported 
that  Al-Hasan, Ibrahim An-Nakha` i and As-Suddi said similarly. Maymun bin Mahran reported 
that  his father said, "She found the pregnancy unnot iceable. '' Ayyub said, "I asked Al-Hasan 
about  the Ayah,  

ぴ∇れｚゲ∠ヨ∠プ ⌒ヮ⌒よび  

(and she carried it  about ) and he said, ` Had you been an Arab, you would know what  it  means! 
It  means that  she cont inued the pregnancy � through its various stages� . ''' Qatadah said,  

ぴ∇れｚゲ∠ヨ∠プ ⌒ヮ⌒よび  

(and she carried it  about  (light ly).),  means, it  became clear that  she was pregnant . Ibn Jarir 
commented, "This Ayah means that  the liquid remained, whether she stood up or sat  down.'' Al-
` Awfi recorded that  Ibn ` Abbas said, "The semen remained in, but  she was unsure if  she 
became pregnant  or not ,  



ぴべｚヨ∠ヤ∠プ ろ∠ヤ∠ボ∇を∠ぺび  

(Then when it  became heavy), she became heavier with the fetus'',  As-Suddi said, "The fetus 
grew in her womb.''  

ぴや∠ヲ∠ハｚキ ∠ヮｚヤャや ゅ∠ヨ⊥ヰｚよ∠ケ ∇リ⌒ゃ∠ャ ゅ∠レ∠わ∇Β∠ゎや∠¬ ⇔ゅエ⌒ヤ⇒∠タび  

(they both invoked Allah, their Lord (saying): "If  You give us a Salih child,) if  he is born human 
in every respect . Ad-Dahhak said that  Ibn ` Abbas commented, "They feared that  their child 
might  be born in the shape of an animal! '' while Abu Al-Bakht ri and Abu Malik commented, 
"They feared that  their newborn might  not  be human.'' Al-Hasan Al-Basri also commented, "If  
You (Allah) give us a boy. ''  

ぴｚリ∠ルヲ⊥ム∠レ∠ャ ∠リ⌒ョ ∠リΑ⌒ゲ⌒ム⇒ｚゼャやび  

ぴべｚヨ∠ヤ∠プ ゅ∠ヨ⊥ヰ⇒∠ゎや∠¬ ⇔ゅエ⌒ヤ⇒∠タ ∠バ∠ィ∠Κ ⊥ヮ∠ャ ∠¬べ∠ミ∠ゲ⊥セ べ∠ヨΒ⌒プ 

ゅ∠ヨ⊥ヰ⇒∠ゎや∠¬ ヴ∠ヤ⇒∠バ∠わ∠プ ⊥ヮｚヤャや ゅｚヨ∠ハ ∠ラヲ⊥ミ⌒ゲ∇ゼ⊥Αび   

(we shall indeed be among the grateful.  But  when He gave them a Salih child, they ascribed 
partners to Him (Allah) in that  which He has given to them. High be Allah, Exalted above all 
that  they ascribe as partners to Him.) � 7:189-190�  Ibn Jarir recorded that  Al-Hasan commented 
on this part  of the Ayah,  

ぴ∠Κ∠バ∠ィ ⊥ヮ∠ャ ∠¬べ∠ミ∠ゲ⊥セ べ∠ヨΒ⌒プ ゅ∠ヨ⊥ヰ⇒∠ゎや∠¬び  

(they ascribed partners to Him (Allah) in that  which He has given to them) "This occurred by 
followers of some religion, not  from Adam � or Hawwa'� . '' Al-Hasan also said, "This Ayah refers 
to those among the offspring of Adam who fell into Shirk,  

ぴ∠Κ∠バ∠ィ ⊥ヮ∠ャ ∠¬べ∠ミ∠ゲ⊥セ べ∠ヨΒ⌒プ ゅ∠ヨ⊥ヰ⇒∠ゎや∠¬び  

(they ascribed partners to Him (Allah) in that  which He has given to them.)'' Qatadah said, "Al-
Hasan used to say that  it  refers to the Jews and Christ ians. Allah gave them children, and they 
turned them into Jews and Christ ians. '' The explanat ions from Al-Hasan have authent ic chains 
of narrat ion leading to him, and certainly, it  is one of the best  interpretat ions. This Ayah 
should therefore be understood this way, for it  is apparent  that  it  does not  refer to Adam and 
Hawa', but  about  the idolators among their offspring. Allah ment ioned the person f irst  � Adam 
and Hawwa'�  and then cont inued to ment ion the species � mankind, many of whom commit ted 
Shirk� .  There are similar cases in the Qur'an. For cases, Allah said  


